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EDITORIAL

From the editor

H

ey, when can anyone in the energy sector get a break? It’s
holiday time but the Australian power system is buzzing with
change like never before. Not that we’re complaining, it’s just
been a hectic year. A quick glance in the rear-view mirror shows a
lot to be happy about: AEMO’s Integrated System Plan 2020 gets a
tick, as do commitments by NSW and Queensland to unlock
substantial potential from renewable energy zones.
It’s also been a year where rising levels of rooftop solar have
tipped the scales towards a new era of give-and-take for system
owners. The rewards for owning residential PV may slowly drift
lower, along with feed-in tariffs, but that only means it’s time to get
serious about understanding the real value is in self-consumption.
This edition of EcoGeneration is a real round-up. To start we have
a great interview with ARENA chief executive Darren Miller (from
page 40), who explains the high-wire process of investing millions in
emerging technology. New tech is a bit of a theme this issue,
including a home hydrogen battery (page 24) and a black box that
does wonders for C&I solar (page 46). At the industrial scale, an
expert panel looks at the role of demand response (page 56).
If you’re an installer looking for inspiration, check out the winners
of the CEC Solar Awards 2020 (page 32). Well done, everybody. And
if you’re just scratching your head about where the heck all the
storage will come from to set us up for a 100% clean grid, our cover
story on page 48 will help.
Have a great holiday, because 2021 is going to be just as busy.

Jeremy Chunn
EcoGeneration editor
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Jacqui Fetchet is an energy lawyer at a major law firm working across the commercial,
regulatory and financing aspects of clean energy development in Australia and Asia and has
a background in energy and climate change policy. Jacqui was a youth ambassador to the
UNFCCC Paris climate conference in 2015 and was selected to attend Climate Reality
Leadership training in 2019. She participated in the C40 Women4Climate mentoring
program in 2019 and founded Bright Sparks, a clean energy community for young people.

For the latest industry news, sign up for the FREE WEEKLY NEWSLETTER and check out our website at ecogeneration.com.au
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News in brief
NEW TECHNOLOGY, NEW PROJECTS, NEW IDEAS

Partnership boosts energy
autonomy in Northern
Rivers Region
Australian energy companies RedEarth Energy Storage and
Enova Community Energy have partnered to enable
households to achieve 100% renewables through their own
generation and storage – and boost the local community’s
potential to form a virtual power plant.
The RedEarth Energy Storage packages include battery
storage with remote management and a weekly entry price
payment plan. Home energy can be monitored from a mobile
or laptop, with RedEarth providing a 10-year repair and
replacement warranty on its lithium-ion battery modules.
RedEarth is experiencing high demand from customers
looking to secure energy self-sufficiency, the company says,
and partnerships like its one with Enova are
empowering households to take their
energy use into their own hands as home
battery and solar systems make it
possible to generate, use and store
their own power.

UoQ launches Industry
4.0 Energy TestLab
The University of Queensland is set to make its contribution
to tomorrow’s energy system with a new research facility
dedicated to power system analytics, energy management
and microgrids. The Industry 4.0 Energy TestLab —
established in partnership with Siemens and with funding
support from the Australian government — will also
investigate protecting critical infrastructure through
cyber security.
The UQ facility is part of a national network of Industry 4.0
TestLabs which came about through the strategy and work of
the Industry 4.0 Task Force. The six Australian universities aim
to provide industries and businesses the support needed to
transition and benefit from opportunities presented by the
fourth industrial revolution.
Each university Industry 4.0 TestLab has a different focus
area to helps build complementary capability for Australia.

Professor Ryan Ko with students in
the university’s new energy test lab.

SunDrive draws backing for low-cost PV
A NSW solar company has attracted
financial support from ARENA and venture
capital funds Blackbird Ventures and Grok
Ventures as part of a $9 million project to
develop a cheaper form of PV. The
combined $8 million in government and
private funding will help SunDrive work on
cell technology where silver is replaced
with copper in the production process in
an effort to push down the cost of solar.
A small-scale automated production line
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prototype is being developed with the aim
of producing the technology in Australia.
The new cells could be up to 30%
cheaper than current panels, SunDrive
hopes. The company says it is also
introducing a simpler manufacturing
process and thinner cell that requires less
silicon to produce.
The company claims its 250-squarecentimetre solar cells are the most
efficient commercial-sized solar cell ever

made in Australia. “With only 3% of world
electricity coming from solar today, there
is still so much innovation that must occur.
Gaining the support from the Australian
government puts us in a stronger position
to capitalise on the opportunity that lies
ahead,” said SunDrive CEO Vince Allen.
The technology was developed by Allen
during his PhD at the University of NSW
before founding SunDrive in 2015 with
undergraduate classmate David Hu.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Perovskite solar research
wins $2.5m ARENA backing

Professor Anita
Ho-Baillie has extra
funds to put to work.

Sonnen pays
customers
for battery access
German battery brand sonnen wants to connect with its
customers’ systems and is offering up to $41 a month to do so,
depending on their location in the NEM. The program rewards
owners who provide access to their battery to enable sonnen
to support the stability of the energy grid.
To be eligible for the sonnenConnect program they will need
to have a sonnenBatterie that has at least 4kWh capacity, are
not on a sonnenFlat energy plan or connected to a virtual
power plant program. In addition to a one-off bonus of $100
when they register, residents in NSW and ACT will receive up
to $41 a month and those in South Australia, Victoria,
Queensland and Tasmania up to $24 a month in return for the
company trading in the energy markets.
“Australia is the first country in the world we’ve chosen to
launch sonnenConnect,” said sonnen Asia-Pacific CEO Nathan
Dunn. “Utilities are recognising the importance of home
batteries in frequency control ancillary services.”
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The Australian Renewable Energy Agency has awarded
$2.5 million in solar energy research funding to Professor Anita
Ho-Baillie, the John Hooke Chair of Nanoscience at the University
of Sydney Nano Institute. The funds will support two multiinstitutional research projects targeting the energy-conversion
efficiencies and durability of emerging silicon-perovskite
photovoltaic cell technologies, which are crystal structures of
mineral compounds. The metal halide version is particularly
useful for solar-cell applications.
“Perovskite solar cells are really hitting their stride now,”
Professor Ho-Baillie said. “Apart from being cheap and easy to
produce, these solar cells can be combined with the incumbent
silicon technology to boost efficiency. Now we want to make sure
these cells are able to last a long time to make our technology
truly cost effective.”
Funding will be used to support a new approach where two
layers of perovskite cells are stacked on top of a silicon cell to
boost output.
Professor Ho-Baillie will be leading a team of researchers from
the University of Sydney, the Australian National University,
Macquarie University and the University of NSW.

Powershop extends
demand response program
Energy retailer Powershop extended its Curb Your Power
program for a third year with an event in October to help its
customers score bill credits by adapting their energy
behaviour over the summer. Powershop chief customer officer
Catherine Anderson said in the wake of covid-19 the retailer
has been trying to help customers save money on their power
bills and support them in lockdown.
“This program will also help Powershop customers
understand more about how they can
make small changes at home that will
have a lasting impact on how much
energy they use, and what it costs,”
Anderson said. “One of the key
principles that Powershop is
based on is providing
customers with
control and
information about
how and when
they use
power.”
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

Renewables a shining light
in a challenging year
The renewable energy industry has shown remarkable resilience in a difficult year,
writes Clean Energy Council chief executive Kane Thornton.
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tightened their belts. There was also a
reduction in large-scale project activity as
companies looked to reduce their risk
exposure and gauge just how deep the
economic impact would be.
However, these predictions proved to
be unfounded, with the industry showing
remarkable resilience to the effects of
the pandemic.
The rooftop solar sector has continued to
grow strongly, with 2020 expected to be
another record-breaking year for the
industry. This feat is all the more impressive
considering the complete shutdown of the
sector in metropolitan Melbourne for more
than two months due to covid-19 restrictions.
Large-scale wind and solar have also
experienced continued strong construction
growth throughout the year, while

considerable steps have been made in the
continued development of hydrogen and
battery storage.

SOME POLICY PROGRESS
As unprecedented fires ravaged Australia’s
east coast in the first few months of 2020,
it seemed as if they would be the catalyst
for increased federal government action.
The Prime Minister came under
significant pressure to take meaningful
action to address his government’s
previous intransigence on emissions
reduction, and particularly its antipathy
to renewable energy.
However, as this narrative was swept
away by the first cases of covid-19 hitting
our shores, leading to restrictions and
lockdowns that decimated the economy and

M2020; Image supplied

I

t’s fair to say that 2020 has been a year
like no other. Beginning with the worst
bushfires the country has ever seen and
then moving into the covid-19 pandemic,
2020 has caused unprecedented hardship
for all Australians.
The renewable energy industry hasn’t
been spared from the economic and societal
upheaval caused by the pandemic. Across
the year, the industry has faced challenges
such as supply chain disruption, lower
wholesale prices affecting project viability
and the complete shutdown of the rooftop
solar sector in Victoria.
Yet despite all of these obstacles, the
industry has emerged from 2020 relatively
unscathed compared to many other sectors.
And while it is still far too early to judge
what the long-term impact will be, there
were some positive developments
throughout the year that bode well for the
future of the industry.
In the early stages of the pandemic many
predicted it would have a disproportionate
impact on the renewable energy industry.
Expectations were for a significant fall in
rooftop solar installations as households

Kane Thornton has more than a decade’s experience in energy
policy and leadership in the development of the renewable energy
industry. His column is a regular feature in EcoGeneration, where
he analyses industry trends and explains the impacts of federal
and state renewable policies on the energy sector.
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Australia’s electricity network – there are
some hopeful signs that the ideological heat
may finally be coming out of the energy
policy debate, and that some degree of
bipartisanship may be possible.
Yet even if these hopes turn out to be yet
another false dawn for federal energy policy,
the states and territories continue to make
significant strides. Throughout the year,
Queensland and NSW committed to vast
new renewable energy zones, Victoria
announced another reverse auction for
600MW of new renewable energy capacity
and Western Australia embraced clean
energy in its 20-year energy plan.
When added to the world-leading
renewable energy penetration in South
Australia and Tasmania’s ambition to
achieve 200% renewables, the states and
territories are ensuring that Australia’s
clean energy transition continues to
gather pace.

BIGGEST CHALLENGES AWAIT
Although the Australian renewable energy
industry has so far handled the effects of the
covid-19 pandemic remarkably well, this is
no time for complacency. As we have seen in
other parts of the world, the persistent

threat of the virus’s resurgence means that
economic conditions are unlikely to improve
markedly anytime soon, regardless of
whether a vaccine is found and
administered in the near term. This means
that over the next few years the industry
will have to change the way it operates to
successfully navigate its way through the
worst recession in almost a century.
In addition to the difficult economic
conditions, many of the challenges that the
industry previously faced haven’t gone away.
A lack of investor confidence and falling
numbers of financially committed projects
were significant issues before the pandemic
struck. At the same time, grid connection
complications, such as those experienced in
the West Murray region, will continue to be
a key area of concern for large-scale
renewable developers.
Despite these challenges, the industry is
stronger than it has ever been. It’s no longer
a case of if we will make the transition to a
clean energy future, but when. And while
the industry will inevitably suffer some
setbacks along the way, its performance in
one of the most difficult years that we’ve
ever experienced is testament to just how
far we’ve come.

M2020; Image supplied

plunged Australia into its first recession in
almost 30 years, it quickly became apparent
that significant stimulus would be required
to jumpstart the Australian economy and
replace the jobs lost to the crisis.
The Clean Energy Council’s answer was
A Clean Recovery, a comprehensive package
of reforms to use renewable energy to inject
more than $50 billion into the economy and
create over 50,000 jobs in regional Australia
while building the infrastructure necessary
to develop a 21st-century electricity system.
After several months of lobbying, the
Federal Budget handed down in October
adopted several of the recommendations
outlined in A Clean Recovery, including an
extension of the Australian Renewable
Energy Agency, support for essential
transmission investments and a number of
skills and training programs to help develop
the clean energy workers of the future.
While not going to the extent that the
industry had hoped for, and despite the
bluster about a “gas-led recovery”, the
budget measures are pragmatic and sensible
solutions. When considered with the
Opposition’s commitment to establishing
the Rewiring the Nation Corporation – a
$20 billion plan to accelerate investment in

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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EXPORTING RENEWABLES

How to replace coal and gas
exports with clean energy
It may be possible to switch from dirty energy exports to clean ones … if Australia
generates more than 20 times the electricity it does today.
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generation could also see green steel and
aluminium as alternatives to exporting ore.
We would need 6,000TWh of new
renewable energy generation to do this, he
said, equivalent to about 130,000 square
kilometres of wind and solar projects. Five
10GW subsea cables would also help.
All up, that’s about 23 times the current
electricity generation of Australia, with the
full electrification of industry included in the
deal. Storage would obviously be an essential
component, but work by his team has shown
the levelised cost of energy including storage
– which ramps up dramatically as renewables
displace dispatchable sources – would fall
gently as 100% is surpassed, towards 200%,
500%, 2,000% and higher.
Big prospects invite big questions, he
admitted: How do we certify these exports
for carbon? What technologies are needed?
Which options are best value? What trading
agreements are needed? How will global
politics affect trade? It’s all on the horizon.

HYDROGEN HUB
Part of this shift to export green over brown
could be covered by CWP Renewables’ Asian
Renewable Energy Hub in Western Australia,
said development manager Andrew Dickson.
The company wants to develop a
6,500-square-kilometre site between Port
Hedland and Broome, where it is windy at
night and sunny during the day.
Rows of wind turbines about 5km apart
will complement enormous solar plants to
provide 26GW of potential generation, “the
largest power project in the world,” Dickson
said, to send out 98TWh a year to power a

desalination plant and electrolysers. The
resultant hydrogen will be combined with
nitrogen distilled from the air to create
ammonia, which will be shipped to Japan,
South Korea, Indonesia and Malaysia.
All up, 16GW of wind and 10GW of solar
will work with 14GW of electrolysers to
turn out 1.75 million tonnes of hydrogen and
9.9 million tonnes of ammonia a year.
How it will be used is not yet known, as
ammonia is only used today in fertilisers
and explosives, but Dickson hopes markets
will be developed for its use in coal-fired
power stations, where a 2:8 ratio of
ammonia to coal in combustion can see a
20% drop in emissions, he said.
Ammonia is also a contender to run gas
turbines and to power ships, he said, where
ammonia-fuelled ship engines are expected
within three years. Dickson said he sees a
point where green ammonia will be cheaper
than brown ammonia.
At ARENA, investment director Matt
Walden admitted the barriers to hydrogen
are still evident. It’s all a bit chicken-andegg, he suggested: to attract investment you
must firmly understand the cost of
producing hydrogen, and let’s not forget
securing export markets. Electrolyser costs
are a challenge, he said, but ARENA is
backing R&D and demonstration projects.
It may take a while to replace brown
exports with green ones, but it will slowly
happen in its own way.

If there is a market
for ammonia, Australia
can make it.

VladSV

W

hen cheerleaders for renewable
energy wonder why it is that the
federal government just doesn’t
seem to get it, they should stop to consider
that coal and gas feature among Australia’s
top three exports. But how long will that
last as the world turns its back on anything
that produces carbon as a polluting
byproduct? It’s no wonder that in Canberra
they are so loyal to what they know, what
they rely on and what pays them today.
You can’t hold back progress, of course, so
Australia’s clean energy industry includes a
visionary legion that is focused on working
out how to export our other natural
resources – sunshine and wind – in place of
ones found below ground.
Speaking at the All-Energy 2020
Renewable Energy Exports session in early
October, Professor Ken Baldwin of the
Australian National University’s Energy
Change Institute said the target is possible,
although the numbers will sound
staggering. If ARENA’s Darren Miller said
Australia is capable of producing 700% of its
needs from clean energy to feed an export
transition, Baldwin goes far higher – past 20
times the current levels of generation.
Here’s his logic. The Asia-Pacific region is
expected to need 65% more energy in the
decades ahead, he said, but as emissions are
targeted in the region Australia’s traditional
energy exports will be threatened.
Among other things Australia exports
iron ore, thermal and coking coal,
aluminium ores and LNG, with 96% of it
headed to the Asia-Pacific. The bad news for
our neighbours is that those imports
contribute to 8% of emissions in the region.
Baldwin says it’s feasible to export the
same amount of energy as our coal and gas
exports, but as liquified hydrogen (80%) and
subsea HVDC exports of electricity (20%).
Vast quantities of new solar and wind
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STORAGE

TransGrid picks 75MWh
battery for inertia

O

ne of the problems with replacing
predictable forms of generation with
unpredictable renewables in the grid
is the traditional fleet’s provision of inertia,
the steady hand that can counter rapid
changes in frequency.
Many engineers in the industry like to
stand up at conferences and declare inertia
can only be provided by heavy things that
spin, and that solar and wind simply can’t
provide the service.
New lithium-ion battery technology from
Tesla, however, can be operated in “virtual
machine mode” to supply synthetic inertia,
which puts the clean energy cat among the
clay pigeons.
NSW network TransGrid is stepping into
new territory by building a 50MW/75MWh
facility made up of Tesla Megapacks at its
Wallgrove substation in western Sydney to
provide fast frequency response and inertia
services to the grid.
An increase in renewables is happening
“much, much quicker than we’d
anticipated”, says TransGrid executive
manager of strategy, innovation and
technology Eva Hanly, as is the retirement
of coal-fired generation. The sticky issue of
inertia must be addressed.
“What happens when you reduce the
amount of coal-fired generation and
increase the amount of renewables is that
you have a problem with inertia,” Hanly
says. The power system gets the inertia it
needs to function effectively from coal, gas
and hydro generation, she says. “We needed
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to find a solution for inertia … solar and
wind generation doesn’t provide inertia.
This is the sole purpose of this battery.”
Large-scale batteries are expensive, but
Hornsdale Power Reserve in South
Australia has managed to pay its way by
providing services to the grid.
There is a market for inertia, Hanly says,
but because the Wallgrove Grid Battery will
be the first facility to offer the service it’s
not clear enough yet how to value it.
“We are using it for the network, so it’s for
the benefit of consumers on the network –
but there are elements of the device we are
not needing for the network that we are
selling into the market, so we are getting
market revenue as well [from market
participant Infigen Energy]. That makes it
much more cost-effective for consumers.”
The battery is co-funded by the NSW and
federal governments.

THE INERTIA PROBLEM
The primary focus for TransGrid, Hanly
says, is to provide “secure, safe and reliable”
energy on the grid. “We can’t keep having
more and more renewable generation
connecting to the grid if we can’t solve this
inertia problem.”
It must take a bit of bravery to back such
new technology. “We’re willing to trial it,
but obviously there are all sorts of risk
controls in place – we’re going in with our
eyes open,” she told EcoGeneration.
“We’re focused on bringing new
technology to Australia. There are a lot of

really interesting things happening globally
and it’s important that we trial them.”
If the trial is a success Hanly says
TransGrid will be looking to rollout largescale storage on the network. “The sooner
we can do it and maintain safe, reliable and
secure power, the more renewable
generators can connect. It’s a really
important step in the transition of the
energy system and will give us a lot of the
information and data we need to accelerate
the storage available.
“The last thing we want is for there to be a
lot of investment demand in renewable
energy but there not being enough secure
and reliable technologies like batteries,
which slows it down.”
The project is backed with $11.5 in grant
funding from the Australian Renewable
Energy Agency and $10 million in funding
from the NSW government, as part of its $75
million Emerging Energy Program. Once
built, the $61.9 million Wallgrove Grid
Battery will be dispatched by Infigen
Energy, who will trade the battery in the
wholesale market and frequency control
ancillary services markets.
ARENA chief executive Darren Miller
said the project has the potential to
demonstrate batteries’ ability to substitute
inertia. “In doing so, TransGrid will
demonstrate batteries can provide the most
cost-effective solution for NSW’s projected
inertia shortfall,” he said. “Large-scale
batteries have a big role to play in firming
and balancing our electricity system.”
December 2020 ecogeneration

Elias Bitar

The NSW network hopes a Tesla grid battery will help steady to grid to take more renewables.
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WIND

Bigger you buy less you
spend with offshore wind
Offshore wind projects can increase their longer-term power generation potential and benefit
from lower upfront costs by using larger turbines, a report from Rystad Energy finds.
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the duration of future projects, increasing
the offshore wind industry’s
competitiveness,” says Rystad Energy
product manager for offshore wind
Alexander Flotre.
Rystad assumes the cost of a turbine is
about $US800,000 per megawatt for units
up to 10MW, with a 2.5% premium applied
for each additional megawatt for the larger
units expected in the medium-term.
The analyst estimates the cost of a 10MW
turbine is $US8 million, while a 12MW and
a 14MW turbine would cost about $US10.1
million and $US12.3 million.
Foundations are the main components
that offer opportunities for cost reductions
if larger turbines are utilized, and Rystad
estimates a foundation costs between $US3
million and $US4 million. “In a 10MW to
14MW switch, such cost savings could
surpass $US100 million for the developer,
while savings in a 12MW to 14MW scenario
would likely range from $US30 million to
$US50 million,” the analyst says.
While the use of larger turbines implies
potential cost savings through fewer
foundations, the added length required for
array cables for 14MW turbines is likely to
keep overall cable costs flat. However, the

lower turbine count reduces the number of
cabling runs and connection of turbines to
the offshore substation, which in turn could
cut installation costs.
“This example shows that while larger
units are expected to drive up the cost of
turbines, reductions from other segments
– namely foundations – could result in cost
savings of $US100 million to $US120 million
on manufacturing alone,” the analyst says.
The cost to install a turbine ranges
between $US500,000 to $US1 million, while
the cost of foundation installation ranges
from $US1 million to $US1.5 million per
unit. For a 1GW project the implied savings
surpass $US50 million if using 14MW
instead of 10MW units, Rystad estimates.
The reduction in cabling runs and
connections due to the lower number of
array cables could lead to additional savings
of $US5-$US15 million when using 14MW
turbines rather than 12MW and 10MW.
A reduction in units can also lead to lower
levelized cost of energy (LCOE). Using
Equinor’s Empire Wind plant in the US as a
case study, Rystad found LCOE of about
$US75/MWh using 10MW turbines, about
$US71/MWh using 12MW units and $US68/
MWh using 14MW turbines.

COST SAVINGS FOR 1GW WINDFARM USING 14MW Vs 10MW TURBINES
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ffshore wind generation may still be
somewhere far over the horizon in
Australia, with plans for 2GW off the
coast of Victoria and 1.1GW in Western
Australia, but that only gives local
developers more time to see what works
best in other markets. More than 20GW of
offshore wind projects are operating
worldwide, with the UK, Germany and
China leading the field.
The big difference from onshore wind is
that turbines used in offshore projects are
bigger (and louder) than landed technology.
Siemens Gamesa’s latest is a 14MW unit. A
Rystad Energy analysis shows that although
offshore units are more expensive to
manufacture, choosing these giant turbines
actually reduces overall costs for large-scale
projects because you need fewer of them.
For every project there is also the cost of
making foundations on the seafloor, so the
reduction in the number of turbines will
also lead to fewer array cabling runs, which
in turn reduces the installation scope.
Rystad Energy analyzed the cost of using
turbines of differing sizes for the case of a
1GW offshore project. The Siemens Gamesa
14-222 DD model will leapfrog GE’s new
12MW Haliade-X prototype and become the
largest turbine available. The largest
turbines to be commissioned between 2020
and 2021 have capacities of up to 10MW.
By deploying 14MW turbines instead of
10MW ones, the number of units required
for a 1GW project falls from 100 to 72, or 28
fewer units. Moving to a 14MW turbine
from a 12MW turbine offers a reduction of
nearly 11 units. Overall, the analysis shows
that using the largest turbines for a 1GW
plant offers cost savings of nearly $US100
million versus installing 10MW turbines.
“With larger turbines come greater
savings in other project segments and
greater revenue generation potential over

Turbine
manufacture

Foundation
manufacture

-100
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WIND

Turbine blade repair course
sharpens skills as wind builds
A blade maintenance course has been launched to service the fast-growing
population of turbines studded around Australia.

W

hat could be simpler than a wind
turbine? Along comes a breeze,
around goes the propeller, out
comes the electricity. Sounds
straightforward. But owners of wind farms
know it’s a different story. When you’ve
spent millions of dollars on each unit, you
suddenly become acutely aware of the
damage that can be done to those fastspinning blades.
With nearly 8GW of wind projects
generating in the NEM, 4GW under
construction around the country and at
least another 6GW in various stages of
planning, the workload for specialised wind
maintenance crews is set to grow fast. But
what does it take to do this type of work?
“If they have good hand skills and can
work on the ropes or elevated work
platforms, it’s work that’s there now,” says
Chris Rose, the training and business
development manager for wind energy at
RIGCOM, a Sydney outfit certified by the
Global Wind Organisation. “It’s going to be a
growing industry over the next 10-15 years.”
Australia has plenty of gust and bluster
but it’s also a tough environment for
turbines, Rose says. A common problem is
leading-edge erosion, a pitting on the blade
towards the tips caused by rain and dust. “If
it’s not looked after that can create
structural damage,” Rose says. Blades can
also suffer terribly if struck by lightning,
and it’s not unknown for blades to be
damaged during the long journey to
Australian ports and projects far inland.
Damage suffered during transport is
repaired before a blade is hoist into place.
Other repairs are done the hard way, by
dangling from a rope or working elevated.
Wind turbine blades are a composite of
fibreglass, balsawood and foam core. More
recently manufactured blades include
carbon fibre. Rather than acting like
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There’s a fair bit of hanging
around at the training sessions.

propellers they work like wings of an
airplane, where the passing wind lifts the
blade so that it rotates around the axis. This
means there is a pressure side and a suction
side. The main structural element on each
face, the spar caps, are connected inside by
shear webs that run the length of the blade.
Most blades, Rose says, are constructed
the same way, an epoxy composite, although
there are a couple of manufacture’s models
with “a few secret tweaks to them”.
Anyone looking to move into the field
should have International Rope Access
Trade Association qualifications, and very
good hand skills, preferably a trade
background such as a carpenter or
metalwork-type background using sanders
and grinders. “Even guys from the marine
industry with a boat-building background
who can pick up a rope access ticket will be
very desirable,” Rose says.
It sounds like hard work, way up in the air
with a grinder then laying on sheets of gluey
fibrous sheeting. “It’s very technical,” says
Rose. “You’ve got to have a lot of confidence

with grinders and sanders. The guys will
take up a measured amount of resin for
repairs, then finish them off and recoat
them. It takes a lot of discipline.”
Graduates might find themselves
employed by turbine manufacturers or a
specialist contractor such as RIGCOM,
which not only provides the training but
offers the professional service for clients
such as Vestas and GE.
The 10-day course costs $4,995. Through
its affiliation with the Global Wind
Organisation course participants get a
WINDA number, a passport linked to
accreditation for first aid, safe handling and
working from heights training.
The facility in Seven Hills, Sydney,
includes a 6.5-metre section of tower and
two 6.5-metre upright blade sections used
for blade inspections, part of a more
advanced course. Smaller 1.5-metre blade
sections are used for repair training.
And where did the blades come from?
“I can’t tell you that,” Rose says. “It’s a
secret. It took a long time to find them.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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VIRTUAL POWER PLANTS

Whose battery is it anyway?
A study of consumer attitude to participation in virtual power plants highlights
the difficulties aggregators may face.

T

omorrow’s grid will be like an
interview with Mariah Carey,
perfectly calm and elegant on the
surface but delivered through the excited
efforts of a legion of personal assistants and
essential professionals.
In the case of the National Electricity
Market, we can expect thousands upon
thousands of owners of solar systems large
and small to rely on a regular army of
batteries to help them get the most of their
PV output so that distribution networks are
not upset by exports.
It will make sense that residential
batteries are connected in virtual power
plants, so that all-knowing aggregators can
orchestrate their output. But if those
operators are also turning a profit by
providing services to the grid, how will
battery owners not feel gypped?
For the sake of making the energy
transition a popular pursuit, everyone needs
to understand how they can play a part.
That includes battery owners.
To that end, consumers’ feelings about
VPPs are being measured as part of research
by the University of NSW, which is looking
into the social licence to automate as battery
ownership starts to increase and trials or
VPPs expand around the country.
The survey took in 25 customers of solar
energy management software firm
SolarAnalytics, to sound out how they felt
about virtual power plants. A second survey
approached a random sample of 15 people,
some not owners of solar systems. “It
became a bit of a different conversation
because then it was about whether they
might be interested in getting solar and a
battery for the more specific purposes of
participating in a VPP,” says Dr Sophie
Adams, research fellow in the Arts and
Social Sciences Faculty at UNSW.
Only four of the 25 SolarAnalytics
customers owned a battery.
The research is not yet complete but the
findings are interesting enough to preview.
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As to the battery owners, one expressed
enthusiasm to know how the investment
could be geared for extra revenue. Another
owner was more sceptical about the
concept, curious to know why someone else
should want access to their battery when
they are already using it to maximise selfconsumption of rooftop solar.
“There is a lot of interest in batteries but
there is also a lot of uncertainty,” says Dr
Declan Kuch, a fellow in both the School of
Humanities at UNSW and the Institute for
Culture and Society at Western Sydney
University. “Consumers want to see more
detail and they need trusted leads about
taking the leap into signing up to having
someone control these batteries.”

TRUST BARRIER
Respondents expressed varying attitudes
when questioned about placing trust in the
operator of a virtual power plant, says Kuch,
who says there is a gulf between enthusiasm
about owning a battery that can contribute
to grid stability in an orchestrated system
and feelings about who should pull the
strings. “That’s where the industry needs to
think through this a lot more,” Kuch says.
Electricity is a staple service but most
consumers don’t feel the current market
arrangements are working in their longterm interest. That’s probably why it’s hard
for them to trust anyone along the supply
chain. In order to feel calm about their
involvement in a VPP owners of batteries
will need to know where the energy is going,
where the money is going and where the
benefit is going. “A lot of people told us they
need to understand the details of what is
happening,” says Mike Roberts, research
associate at the School for Photovoltaic and
Renewable Energy Engineering at UNSW
and a solar analyst at the Australian PV
Institute. “But it’s very complicated, so it’s a
hard task to give that level of transparency.”
If battery-makers, networks, retailers or
anyone else who is working on a VPP

offering in the expectation of providing
services to a grid is expecting it will be easy
to sign up battery-owners, they need to
consider there may be only a limited number
of people willing to participate in the
market with some of the incumbent
providers. “And they usually have an
engineering background,” says Kuch.
Among the others, he says, there is a
wariness of outsiders stepping in to help
themselves to your solar-generated battery
power so they can somehow make money in
the market. Instead, governments or other
non-market players appear to be preferred.
“That’s an emerging finding that we are
working through.”
Everyone has to get their electricity from
somewhere – and yet they don’t trust the
people who provide it to them. And they feel
especially queasy about the idea of them
reaching into their homes to access their
homemade electricity.
Many people are attracted by the idea that
a VPP supports the community, but
“community” has different meanings for
people, says Adams. Many of them simply
believe “the last thing you need is more
complexity in the grid,” she says.
Just to repeat, most of these findings are
gleaned from people who do not own
batteries yet. What’s certain is that the
automation of distributed energy resources,
including batteries, will be an essential
component of tomorrow’s grid. It’s a nice
little feedback loop, to use a cliché, where
the settling effects of networks of residential
storage systems are needed to enable higher
levels of household rooftop solar. For that to
happen, someone had better work out how
to pitch VPP participation to ordinary folk.
“There is a real crisis in questions of how
to value all of these network services and
the automation they might provide,” Kuch
says. “It’s going to be really important to
have social scientists front and centre to
really get the voice of citizens clearly
articulated in these policy discussions.”
December 2020 ecogeneration
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COMMENT

Behind-the-meter solutions
will define the next PV boom
Business owners and investors can take the economic recovery into their own hands,
and reap tidy returns, by backing behind-the-meter energy solutions that include solar.
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subversive: behind-the-meter viability
combined with community funding.
Community behind-the-meter solar offers
individuals and organisations a chance to
directly invest in new solar installations and
collect revenue with interest from the
energy generated by the panels.
Community solar is basically like crowd
funding, except instead of receiving some

community-funded and larger $2 millionplus PPAs across poultry, manufacturing,
refrigeration and food processing for several
years, and it has never been clearer that
their time has arrived.
Recently we were even able to launch a
solar buyback program which provides cash
up front and ongoing steep energy
discounts, delivering cash-squeezed

Australia is filled with commercial operations
with large, PV-friendly rooftops and energy
consumption patterns perfect for solar.
product at the other end you get cash from
the energy produced by the panel you
helped fund.
This trend towards community-funded
solar energy is gaining momentum and is
inspiring both those who believe strongly in
the mission of renewable energy and those
who are simply looking for a strong, reliable
return on their investment.
In fact, behind-the-meter is not only
being funded at a community-scale but at an
enormous enterprise scale as well.

KINDEST CUTS
Wholesale energy prices might be dropping
but the big news is that today up to 70% of
any given energy bill for a business consists
of network fees.
By going behind-the-meter with local
energy generation, you can tailor a solution
which saves on both energy and network
fees, leading to huge energy cost reductions.
One of our most recent projects will see
McCain Foods Australia, for instance, put in
a 7MW behind-the-meter solar installation
and cut its energy bill by 39%.
Smart Commercial Solar has worked on

businesses relief on the back of a favourable
economic equation for us. The businesses
are able to go solar with no capital expense.
Australia is filled with commercial
operations with large, PV-friendly rooftops
and energy consumption patterns perfect
for solar, and seasoned solar community
investment platforms like not-for-profit
ClearSky Solar. Large-scale PPA investors
are well-positioned to fund these clean
energy projects.
The renewable energy revolution has
definitely arrived, just not like most of us
had expected: economically viable and
driven by the shortcomings of traditional
electricity generation.

Huon
Hoogesteger
is the founder
of Smart
Commercial
Solar.

Image supplied

W

ith wholesale energy prices
dropping like a rock and little
substantive government action on
the horizon, you might think solar energy is
dead. And you’d be right, except for one
thing: power behind-the-meter.
Power behind-the-meter, defined as
producing and consuming energy on-site, is
quickly eclipsing all other models of
electricity use and catapulting solar into
unbeatable economic viability.
Behind-the-meter solar power generation
beats grid electricity prices without the
need for subsidies.
This is important because the estimated
$688 million HomeBuilder grant, the latest
emergency measure designed to stimulate
the Australian economy, does nothing to
support the estimated 26,850 renewable
energy workers who are hurting for work
during the pandemic, at least half of whom
work in rooftop solar.
It also reflects a broader failure to explore
renewable energy expansion as a viable
avenue by which Australia can combat the
present economic downturn.
Beyond Zero Emissions, an Australian
climate think tank, recently released its
Million Jobs Plan, which it proposes as a
way to replace the estimated 835,000 jobs
lost as a result of the covid-19 pandemic
with jobs in renewable energy, green steel,
electric transport and other zero-carbon
emission industries.
In other words this is a plan for “jobs and
growth” based on, in Beyond Zero
Emissions’ words, employment that is “fit
for the 21st century”. However, without
some significant government support, both
politically and financially, the Million Jobs
Plan is probably dead in the water.
Luckily there is another avenue
available, and it can succeed without the
government. It’s both inspiring and
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Bifacial shines as PV power
booster in cloudy conditions
US solar tracking company Alion Energy explains the results of research that shows
how premium equipment can reap respectable yields from non-premium sites.
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your foundations white. On a painted Alion
foundation a test by PV Evolution Labs of a
Californian PV plant showed a 10% boost in
generation over monofacial modules; a site
in Chile showed an 8.2% gain over
monofacial for a plant that used unpainted
split rail foundations, where there is no
concrete between the two runners.
If Alion’s tracker looks low to the ground,
it’s because anything higher ignores the
rules of high school physics. “The inverse
law of all radiation says that as all radiation
travels it attenuates and loses energy; a
flashlight at 1m might have 100%
illumination but at 2m it might have 25%
illumination,” Kingsley says.
“We took a Goldilocks approach, so the
reflector and the height are just right.”

bifacial, even on fixed tilt, is it’s always
better at cloudy sites.” Direct irradiation on
the front of a panel is so effective that
bifacial won’t add much gain for the extra
cost, “but if you’re in more dusty, humid or
diffused-light situations, the bifaciality
really sings.”
The reflective property of groundcover is
the next determining factor. Grass has an
albedo around 0.18-0.2, whereas concrete
can range between 0.5 and 0.6. Testing by
PVEL at a site with Alion tracking in Davis,
California, in May showed a more-than-25%
spike in gain over monofacial between 8am
and 10am, as low morning light hit the
painted foundations and reflected on the
rear of the modules (see chart). The result
for June was not as good because the grass
had grown, but after a mow the morning
spike was up to 20% by July.
Kingsley is eyeing the big game in our solar
market. “If you’re going to build a big array in
Western Australia to power hydrogen, you’re
going to want that reflector.”

COST CONTROL
In Australia, Kingsley figures bifacial with
tracking can really prove its worth in cloudy
spots, such as Darwin or Hobart. “The
things we’ve been watching for years with
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s solar edges its way into grids
around the world the PV industry
has turned into a research giant,
always looking to eke more watts from a
square metre of sunlight. A fairly recent
entry has been bifacial module technology,
which generates front and back. Bifacial
works, especially with tracking, but testing
has shown it really proves itself in
environments where direct sunshine dawn
to dusk isn’t always a sure thing.
Or, as Mark Kingsley puts it, don’t expect
the same results in Chile’s cloudless
Atacama Desert as you would get in overcast
Malaysia. “The second you get some cloudy,
diffuse weather, they’re really going to sing,”
says Kingsley, the CEO of US-headquartered
Alion Energy, which has seen its tracking
and O&M gear deployed in large-scale solar
projects around the world.
Bifacial modules and single-axis tracking
go hand-in-hand, Kingsley tells
EcoGeneration. “We’ve been waiting for
bifacial for seven years – it took five years
longer than I’d hoped, frankly.”
Reflected light that hits the rear of a
bifacial panel will of course boost yield
above what’s to be expected from a onesided panel, but the real art of deploying
bifacial PV comes down to how that light is
harvested. With the Alion Energy tracker, a
semicircular cog is turned on an axis
secured by A-shaped bracing fixed to
extruded concrete runners. The runners,
whether separate rails or joined by a low
concrete floor, are the secret to reflecting
light in the early or late stages of the day.
The trick with Alion’s solution is to plot
your PV plant so that neighbouring arrays
cast minimal shade on the concrete
foundations. When the sun is low, there
should be plenty of room for sunlight to hit
the foundations and bounce up onto the
module’s underside. For extra boost, paint
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SOLAR

Solar revolution
has gone
mainstream

O

ver the past 10 years Australia has
witnessed a revolution, where the
deep-blue rectangles that have
popped up on suburban rooftops have quietly
and cleanly upended the energy market.
“We’re driving the energy transition, and
that’s catching the market, the regulators
and the networks by surprise,” says Renate
Egan, secretary of the Australian PV
Institute. “They shouldn’t be surprised,
because it’s been on trend for years – but
they have been slow to act.”
The accelerating rise in solar energy has
been captured in the latest APVI National
Survey Report of PV Power Applications in
Australia 2019, prepared for the
International Energy Agency.
The survey is like reading the school
report of a kid who showed a bit of potential
at finger-painting in kindergarten but then
surged ahead academically at an
exponential rate to end up playing concert
piano and programming a super computer
by Year 10.
Here are a few highlights.

Research from APVI shows the enormous extent to
which the uptake of rooftop solar in Australia has been
driven by homeowners who “learned by doing”.

EPIC ACHIEVEMENT
The 4.1GW of solar built in 2019 makes up
nearly a quarter of total capacity for
Australia, at 16.3GW. That total, about
600W per person, puts us ahead of any other
nation. By the end of 2019 there was more
than 10 times as much solar installed than in
2011 and close to 100 times the 187MW
installed at the end of 2009.
More than 2.3 million houses across the
country are topped by solar modules, and
the systems are growing more powerful.
A rise in average residential system size
from 1.4kW in 2009 to 8kW in 2019 has been
aided by a more than 80% fall in cost from
about $9/W to $1.60/W.
“I put my system on in 2008 and it was
$10/W installed, after the subsidy,” says
Egan, a professor at the University of NSW

PERCENTAGE OF RESIDENTIAL DWELLINGS WITH A PV SYSTEM
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LEARNING BY DOING
Australia is leading the world in distributed
energy generation and “we are learning by
doing”, Egan says. “There has not been
enough forward planning, so we are having
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Panel efficiencies are improving and system
designs can accommodate more challenging
rooftops, with less-than-perfect orientation,
and microinverter technologies will make
allowances for shade. “But really the biggest
driver is the combination of the drop in
module pricing and the increasing
electricity price pressures that have driven
people to look for independence,” says Egan,
who predicts the rooftop market will
continue to grow in 2020, slow for the next
couple of years and then it will be onwards
and upwards once more.
It’s a different story for large-scale solar,
where investor confidence has been knocked
by connection delays and the impact of
marginal loss factors. The large-scale sector
will inevitably pick up again, she says.
“Investors are aware it’s a good return on
investment if you can get into a solar farm
and get it connected, so the interest will be
there when the regulatory environment
settles down and enables connection and
investment again.”
The states are showing the way, moving
forward with ambitions plans for opening
renewable energy zones to attract developers.
“That will relieve some of the pressure,” she
says. “To be honest, the market doesn’t need
much more of an incentive. All it needs is to
have roadblocks removed.”
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and co-founder and chair of energy
monitoring company SolarAnalytics.
A rule of thumb says a 3kW PV system
will deliver about half the average
household’s electricity load. With average
systems now nearing 8kW, the residential
rooftop solar industry is convincing
households they need to generate more than
they can use (unless they buy a battery,
which is still rare).
With the recent rapid rise in residential
installations, most of the solar systems on
Australian houses are relatively new. As the
technology goes mainstream, consumers are
becoming more savvy about what it can do.
“There must be, just by the uptake, an
increasing awareness of the benefits of solar,”
Egan says. “Some of that comes with the fact
that systems now usually come with a level of
monitoring, so you get some feedback – and
that’s getting better all the time.”

There are now more than 27% of freestanding
houses in Australia with rooftop solar installed.
to be reactive rather than proactive.” This
has of course led to the various jurisdictions
with the National Electricity Market
working out their own responses to the
challenges they each face. In the world of
rooftop PV, where the APVI research shows
penetration levels sometimes above 37%,
some networks and retailers are offering less
for exports and moving to remotely switch
off inverters to enforce grid stability.
“I think tariffs that incentivise people to
self-consume are a good idea,” Egan says,
“and to trigger responses that help balance
the network, such as deter large
consumption when there is a known peak –
those are all good measures. We have to get
to an adaptive market that does that. We
have to accept there is going to be some
evolution in those tariffs and market
reforms to allow for this widespread
integration of distributed energy resources.”
There are now more than 27% of
freestanding houses in Australia with

rooftop solar installed, the report finds,
with higher averages of 37% in Queensland
and South Australia. By the middle of this
year, APVI data shows 18.5GW capacity and
2.5 million installations.
The rooftop solar sector is a major
employer, accounting for 13,070 full-time
equivalent jobs. The large-scale solar
sector, which took off with such force in
2018, accounts for 4,740 full-time
equivalent jobs, and there are about 550
roles in solar research. The report claims
the total value of solar businesses in
Australia is around $7.6 billion, for an
energy source that provides about 5.9% of
total electricity demand.
The report was prepared as part of
Australia’s engagement with the
International Energy Agency. It contributes
to the longest standing records for solar
installed in Australia, going back to 1992,
when there was a total of 7MW installed, all
of it off-grid.
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STORAGE

The 40kWh, $34,750,
196kg hydrogen battery
for the home
The first entrant into the hydrogen home battery market
is made in Australia and ready for action.

A

record year for installation of rooftop
solar around the country only makes
the case for residential storage more
pronounced. Owners of PV systems are
slowly getting a taste for batteries, mainly of
the lithium-ion variety, but they are still
widely considered expensive. That attitude
may change as tariffs and rules are changed
to make solar self-consumption the far
better option over exports.
One way or another, storage is coming.
Masses of it.
An Australian technology that places in
one big box all the kit you need to produce
hydrogen at home and then convert it to
electricity may one day be a contender to
compete against rivals in this fastgrowing market.
Sydney-based company Lavo (pronounced
Lar-voh) claims its solution is the first
commercial-ready hydrogen energy storage
system in the world designed for residential
homes and businesses.
“Australia has one of the highest
penetrations of rooftop solar and an
abundance of sunshine and to really push
energy independence out we need a very
good and sustainable way to store that,”
says Matthew Muller, Lavo chief
marketing officer.
The hydrogen hydride alloy used in Lavo
is based on a technology that emerged after
WWII, where hydrogen molecules attach to
metals such as magnesium or aluminium.
Professor Kondo-Francois Aguey-Zinsou,
chief scientist and executive director of
Lavo and lead researcher in hydrogen
technologies at the University of NSW, has
been researching hydrides for more than 20
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years. Muller says Aguey-Zinsou has
“cracked the code” with the alloy used in
the Lavo storage system.
“The compound mix that we’ve achieved
is maximising the ability to store the
hydrogen and doing so at an economical
cost,” Muller says.

ALL-IN-ONE
The batteries, which are nearly 1.7 metres
tall and 1.2 metres wide and weigh 196kg,
contain a water purifier, an inverter, an
electrolyser, four hydride cells and a fuel
cell. The round-trip efficiency is about 50%,
meaning that half the solar energy (or mains
electricity) that goes in will be stored.
Muller says the 50% efficiency measure
will improve along with refinements of the
hydride and advances in electrolyser and
fuel cell technology. “We’re working with
our wonderful partners at [electrolyser

release and the evolution of the crystalline/
microstructure of our alloy,” Professor
Aguey-Zinsou told EcoGeneration in an
email. “We then utilise a range of
characterisation techniques to verify and
predict the evolution of the microstructure.
“The latter determines the long-term
behaviour of the metal alloy and its
hydrogen storage properties.”

BIG TICKET
As with all first-of-its-kind gear the Lavo
batteries are expensive, with a $34,750
price tag for the first model. Over time, and
as efficiencies are further fine-tuned,
Muller expects to the price will one day
begin with a two.
Producing and storing hydrogen at home
is a big step when the solar battery storage
market is in its early stages. The Lavo
solution is also physically large and capable

Lavo will target the residential, commercial,
off-grid/backup diesel and telecommunications
towers markets, which it values at $2 billion
in Australia and $40 billion globally.
maker] Enapter and [fuel cell maker]
Nedstack to increase the efficiency of their
transactions in this whole system,” he says.
The company claims a Lavo unit is good
for 20,000 cycles, having put the technology
through “accelerated tests” under
laboratory conditions.
“We monitor the rate of hydrogen uptake/

of storing, at 40kWh, arguably more than
enough energy for household needs. But
consumers are a variable bunch and many of
them are hungry for electricity.
“I believe our target markets early on will
be those in regional, remote areas and those
with larger energy needs, such as a pool or
electric vehicle, or [sites in hot parts of the
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Professor Kondo-Francois Aguey-Zinsou has been researching hydrides for more than 20 years.

country] that rely on air-conditioning
through the summer,” Muller says. “This
will be extremely beneficial.”
Solar-equipped eco resorts and dairy
farms are two prime contenders for Lavo,
he says, where early morning and evening
loads are out of whack with the PV
generation curve.
Lavo will initially target the residential,
commercial, off-grid/backup diesel and
telecommunications towers markets, which
it values at $2 billion in Australia and $40
billion globally. Microgrids, edge-of-grid
systems and off-grid solutions will also be
suitable, Muller says.
The company is negotiating with state
governments over whether Lavo will qualify
for subsidies.
Lavo is named in honour of French
chemist Antoine Lavoisier, who gave
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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hydrogen its name – and is credited by some
for its discovery – before he was executed in
1794 by a regime that knew better.
Muller is also head of strategy at
Providence Asset Group, which runs an
infrastructure fund targeting around 40
community scale solar farms, an early stage
venture capital fund (which holds the
Lavo investment) and two research
projects with universities around hydrogen
and how artificial intelligence might be
utilised to better enable the delivery of
renewable energy.
Providence Asset Group is the primary
shareholder in Lavo in a joint-venture with
the University of NSW.
With global investment in hydrogen
forecast to increase from $US150 billion
to more than $US2.5 trillion a year by
2050, the joint-venture partners will be

hoping for a slice of the action. The
company hopes that by 2025 it will have
created 1,400 Australian jobs, including
R&D, manufacturing, installation
and maintenance.
“We are very excited to be building the
next generation of energy storage in
Australia alongside the leading researchers
at UNSW and our world-class
manufacturing partners,” said Alan Yu, the
chief executive and executive director of
Lavo and co-founder and chief investment
officer of Providence Asset Group.
“Lavo’s technology is truly a game
changer for the energy storage market, and
we believe it will have a real, positive impact
on the way people power their lives.”
The system is available for advance
purchase and is slated to be ready for
installation by June next year.
December 2020 ecogeneration
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SA Power Networks reaches
for a 1.5GW solar dial

T

here is a minor problem in the South
Australian energy system, says SA
Power Networks general manager
strategy and transformation Mark Vincent.
“What we have is the largest generator in
the state that we can’t monitor or control
– it does whatever it wants to do.”
He’s talking, of course, about the 1.5GW
of rooftop solar PV connected to the SAPN
network, which he reminds EcoGeneration
is about equal to average demand in the
state. “It’s a huge amount of PV on a state
scale,” Vincent says.
The influx of exported solar around
midday is causing voltage rises in
substations around the network, Vincent
says. Is it a worry? For those who don’t own
solar life goes on as usual, but PV owners
are seeing their systems trip out – switch off
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– in response to voltage rises. “We’ve seen
levels of complaints increasing over the past
few years.”
Vincent sees these grumblings among
solar owners as the thin end of the wedge.
As reverse flows increase, the network is
starting to see thermal issues. If nothing’s
done, things can only get worse. “There is so
much energy going backwards through the
network it’s actually exceeding what used to
be going forwards – it’s exceeding the
thermal ratings of equipment.”

CONNECTED POWER
It’s not only homeowners who are affected.
Because of South Australia’s status as being
somewhat at the vanguard of solar adoption,
battery-makers and retailers have partnered
to trial virtual power plants in the state.

Adelaide is buzzing with VPP activity,
Vincent says. The trouble some VPPs are
finding is that when they want to dispatch
into the National Electricity Market there
may already be so much exported solar
that they trip out and fall short of their
dispatch targets.
As VPPs become more important in the
energy mix, he says, operators will want to
be sure their orchestrated systems can be
controlled. The coordinated networks of
privately-owned batteries can be a revenue
source for participants, yes, but all energy
users are meant to benefit from the stability
that VPPs can help provide.
On a broader scale, minimum demand
in South Australia is falling and falling,
Vincent says, with a recent low around
200MW. It’s a trend and it’s deeply

Amophoto_au; SAPN

The South Australian network is working out a way to manage the largest source
of generation in the state — rooftop PV.
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Mark Vincent is all for solar,
so long as it can be used.

control systems in our substations,” he says.
“If customers are feeding back to us we
can drop the voltage in the substation much
lower than we normally would so that pulls
down the voltage at the customer end and
keeps it within the target range.”
The hoped for result, he says, is that many
more inverters will stay on, so there will be
greater exports and far lower complaints.
“It’s very much a good news story in terms
of better performance most of the time,”
says Vincent, who sees no reason why there
shouldn’t be twice as much rooftop solar in
South Australia, so long as the system is
nimble enough to manage it.
“We’re on the solar industry’s side, trying
to enable this future,” he says. “A shift
towards distributed energy is a fundamental
part of [SAPN’s] business direction.”

LAST RESORT

worrying. “You need to match supply and
demand in a power system all the time,” he
says. “Rooftop solar is gradually pushing out
synchronous generation.”
It’s getting to the point, he says, where the
interconnector with Victoria is needed in
service to carry the surplus renewables
away to ensure enough local synchronous
generation is maintained.
If that interconnector trips, however, the
South Australian energy system is “highly
challenged”, he says.

other, the folk at SAPN might feel as though
they’re caught in the jaws of change. But
engineers love a challenge, right? “We’re
kind of excited by it,” Vincent says, “which
might sound bizarre but what’s happened in
SA is a result of a whole range of
circumstances. We think we can play a
really significant enabling role for our state
to have low-cost, low-carbon reliable energy
– which is actually a really exciting future.
“We could have a whole state powered by
rooftop solar, and we think that’s pretty

‘You need to match supply and demand in
a power system all the time. But in South
Australia, rooftop solar is gradually pushing
out synchronous generation.’

Amophoto_au; SAPN

REACH FOR THE CONTROLS
The state government’s Smarter Homes
rule change, which mandates that PV
systems installed from late September can
be remotely disconnected by an approved
agent if need be, is a move to float with the
solar tide.
With the state energy minister and
Australian Energy Market Operator on one
side and consumers and PV owners on the
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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cool. That’s people power at its greatest.”
A few different tools are being deployed
by SAPN to deal with the problem. Its Solar
Sponge tariffs apply deep discounts to
encourage all consumers to increase
daytime load. At network level, it is
dropping voltage levels at select substations
during the daytime so the network doesn’t
have to cope with such high reverse flows.
“We have much more sophisticated

Of course, the voltage dial can also be
turned the other way. In the event of a
panicked call from AEMO over a failure at
the interconnector, SAPN can lift voltage
levels to trip off local PV and push up net
demand so that supply is stabilised.
“We hope to never have to do that,”
Vincent says. “It’s a last resort.”
Another method of managing whipsawing
output from residential solar is battery
storage, either at home or on networks at
community scale. Vincent says SAPN is
open-minded to the option of community
batteries but not yet convinced. “We can’t
get the numbers to work,” he says, “but it’s
definitely on the radar.”
If you work out how much battery storage
it would take to soak up 1.5GW of solar, the
answer, he says, is “mind-bogglingly” large.
“Billions upon billions of dollars of
batteries.” What’s really needed is an
interconnector with NSW. “That would
release additional capacity for renewables,
which would be a positive. It just so happens
that energy would be used in NSW.”
Some in the solar industry have grumbled
about a new regime of invisible masters
commanding customers’ inverters but that
hasn’t stopped orders for new systems, which
are as high as ever – covid or no covid.
The network has also been awarded
ARENA funding to trial a method of
increasing export limits from 5kW per
phase to 10kW, with an ability to wind back
this flexibility if the grid is stressed.
“It’s about turning that [rooftop solar]
into a resource that can be managed,”
Vincent says. “It’s a good outcome for the
community.”
December 2020 ecogeneration
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‘Batteries make sense today
on tomorrow’s economics’
Having signed a deal to enable hydrogen battery storage, Australian energy technology
company Evergen is moving fast on multiple VPP projects and more.

T

he returns from owning a solar system
are slowly diminishing, as feed-in
tariffs are wound down to offset ever
rising levels of exports into the grid. Don’t
tell Australians, however, because they’re
madly installing PV systems like never
before. When the crunch comes, as is
happening in South Australia and Western
Australia, it will be the 70,000-odd batteryowners among the 2.5 million or so PV
owners around the country who will be
getting the best value from their systems.
Tomorrow’s energy landscape is in play
and positions are being negotiated for who
will satisfy AEMO’s hoped for requirement
of between 6 and 19GW of “dispatchable
resources”, most of it storage, mentioned in
the Integrated System Plan 2020.

Australian energy-tech software business
Evergen sees a portfolio of technologies
filling the void and has attracted $3 million in
backing from clean energy investor
Providence Asset Group, part of it linked to
taking on the role of global software partner
for emerging hydrogen battery solutions
Lavo and H2Store.

HYDROGEN AT HOME AND AT WORK
At the big end, H2Store is a commercialscale hydrogen battery being developed at
the University of NSW. Providence Asset
Group’s plan over the next few years is to
deploy 1.2GW of H2Store technology across
its portfolio of solar farms. At household
scale, Lavo is a consumer hydrogen battery
that relies on a metal carbide solution that

allows hydrogen to be stored at pressure
about equivalent to a barbecue gas bottle,
rather than far higher pressures appropriate
for industrial applications.
The developers claim one Lavo unit will
be equivalent to about three Tesla
Powerwalls in terms of storage.
Evergen CEO Ben Hutt says the
company’s software smarts can cope with
coordinating hydrogen storage assets to
stabilise the grid or participate in energy
markets the same way it does with batteries.
“Hydrogen batteries store a lot more
energy than a lithium ion battery, so they
are really useful for situations where people
want to be independent of the grid, entirely
or partially,” Hutt says. “We’re attracted to
hydrogen as a long-term energy solution
because it’s much better for the
environment and these assets last 20 to 30
years each rather than 10 years for lithiumion batteries.”
Lavo units are in testing, with plans for
them to be commercialised by the second
half of 2021. Lifetimes of 20-30 years are
theoretical. “It’s still the R&D and
commercialisation phase,” Hutt says.
Evergen is providing optimisation
software, consumer-facing apps and
ultimately the ability to enrol these
hydrogen batteries into virtual power
plants. Providence and UNSW’s Hydrogen
Energy Research Centre have a 10-year joint
research and collaboration initiative.

VIRTUAL BECOMES REALITY

Ben Hutt favours
expected longer lifetimes
for hydrogen storage over
lithium-ion technology.
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Connected systems of privately-owned
batteries, coordinated to operate as virtual
power plants, are expected to be key
participants in tomorrow’s grid to manage
flighty generation from wind and solar.
Evergen’s list of VPP projects includes
AusGrid’s 100-battery pilot project to test
value of a residential fleet to the network,
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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some community battery projects and VPPs
for major utilities where batteries are
orchestrated to participate in the energy
markets. “There is a range of different VPPs
in play at the moment,” Hutt says.
The future looks set for rapid growth in
Evergen’s realm.
“In Australia by the end of February
next year we’ll have more than 50MW of
batteries being orchestrated in various
virtual power plants, so the era of mass
adoption of batteries at residential-,
commercial- and utility-scale is definitely
now,” says Hutt, pointing to a busy period
before summer and its anticipated
network disruptions. “Summer is a time
when people really want to have assets
live and we’re experiencing that desire for
clients to have batteries connected to
VPPs before Christmas.”
Hutt says the company is working with
owners of large-scale solar farms who are
preparing them for on-site storage and
Evergen expects to be orchestrating fleets
totalling 5,000 household batteries by the
end of the year, with several multi-megawatt
projects coming online in early 2021.

MAY WE USE YOUR BATTERY?
When it comes to being granted access to a
privately-owned household battery, it’s not
all so straight forward. Many PV-owning
consumers still don’t quite understand the
real value locked up in a battery, Hutt says,
and there are “negative voices” in the world
of solar installation who are “actively hosing
down the economics of batteries” because
they want to sell more solar.
Demand for residential storage is rising,

INSIDE LAVO’S HYDROGEN BATTERY
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however, as word gets around that it makes
better sense to use your solar energy than
export it. “Electricity is a complex product
to buy,” he says, “and consumers have a high
level of distrust for the energy system –
worse than for the financial institutions.”
The secret is to simplify the proposition,
he says, so that the value of participating in
a VPP is explained by outlining an expected
financial incentive and what subsidies might
be available. Homeowners looking over a
proposal to install a PV system should be
aware that feed-in tariffs are falling and that
“active curtailment” is on the horizon as a
way for networks to cope.
“If we say South Australia is a leading
evolution of the system, people there are
now being actively encouraged to put a
battery in their house,” he says.

“There are lots of changes happening.”
The two-sided energy market of
tomorrow will be very different, and the
proposition of owning a battery needs to be
understood against that imagined but
inevitable criteria. “The lifetime value of a
battery is very high,” Hutt says, “even if the
short-term value might not necessarily
always justify the outlay.”
Perceptions about storage are changing.
The energy highs and lows of approaching
summers will cement a different
understanding of the value proposition.
“These things will become ubiquitous
over time,” he says. “The system needs a lot
more batteries to function properly in the
future. Part of our vision is that consumers
should get electricity for free. Batteries are
the key to doing that.”

SELF CLEANING,
2% POWER INCREASE
Contact ZNSHINE Solar Australia for further info:
enquiry.anz@znshinesolar.com
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Evo Power targets
C&I-scale storage

The Melbourne-based battery-maker’s partnerships with SwitchDin
and Selectronic allow for “turn-key” simplicity, it says.

S

olar is a brilliant form of energy but
equally troublesome. The more PV
generation you build the more power
you must use. Batteries, of course, are a
great way to level out supply of solar so that
it better matches demand – but they are
expensive. Some homeowners are taking the
bait, mostly thanks to generous subsidies,
and large battery storage projects are
planned for utility-scale solar plants and
parts of the grid suffering congestion.
The middle ground, however, isn’t getting
much attention. Commercial and industrial
operations are still getting their heads
around solar – and an investment in a
battery is a long way down the list.
Local battery-maker Evo Power has seen
the potential in the gap between home and
utility-scale storage and has launched a
range of batteries using cells and modules
sourced from Korean giant LG Chem. The
plan to create what managing director
Jamie Allen calls a market-specific battery
manufacturer was inspired by installers’
regular inquiries about supplying larger
turn-key battery storage systems.
“We decided to make solutions from
24kWh up to a couple of hundred kilowatthours, using the world’s biggest battery
brand,” Allen tells EcoGeneration. “It’s a
completely separate business [from LG
Chem] … it’s more of a close partnership; LG
Chem is focusing on the residential and
utility-scale spaces and they’ve chosen us as
a partner to target the middle space”, which
includes C&I and higher-end off-grid.
Evo Power’s Prime battery units, available
in one-phase and three-phase versions
between 5kW and 22.5kW, are standardised
scalable products fit for all sorts of
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applications. The goal is to provide
commercialised solutions to fit flexible
requirements. For example, Allen says Evo
is working on a solution where 100kW of
inverters is matched to 200kWh of storage,
which can be stacked to make 2-3MW
battery blocks. “That’s our model,” he says.
Businesses have been slower to take to
storage than homeowners, probably
because the technology is expensive but
also because they may have more latitude
as to how they consume energy. Allen says
local governments and larger retailers have
expressed some interest in batteries,
mostly to reduce peak demand and to earn
green credentials.
Businesses with solar must size their PV
systems for self-consumption, but an
investment in storage would open up the
opportunity to add more panels and use
extra energy generated around midday
during the late afternoon or evening
operations. “Batteries can enable more PV,”
Allen says, “if the bigger utility networks are
happy with the export-limiting
functionality of the battery system.”

POWERFUL PARTNERS
Australia is a vast landscape where many
users are served by spindly connections, and
businesses in regional areas with limited
grid supply should have a good think about
the extra power and production that would
come with installing a battery where, say, at
times they need 50kW of power but the line
only delivers 15kW. “Having a C&I battery
solution enables more power, more
production on the site, with a combination
of solar and batteries,” Allen says.
The Evo Power Prime technology comes

as part and parcel with inverters from
Selectronic and energy management
software from SwitchDin, which allows
integration with a menu of virtual power
plant programs. That’s not to say owners of
regional businesses around the country
have intimate knowledge of the revenue
streams available to them via VPPs. To be
frank, they probably have never heard of
VPPs in the first place.
“It’s early days for VPPs,” Allen says.
“There needs to be an education piece in the
market. It’s a matter of the installers and
retail businesses knowing these solutions
are available. [A VPP] can be a very big
enabler of future energy savings.”
It’s a tough time to get a Melbourne-based
battery brand off the ground, as Victoria
tolerates lockdown to control a second wave
of covid-19. “It’s challenging, to be honest,
with staff working from home, but there is a
pipeline of sales ahead of us and we have
started shipping units,” Allen says.
The units come pre-registered, preprogrammed and ready to go, which should
make installers and consumers happy, he
says. “We see it as a really easy sell for
installation business and for consumers to
understand – that takes a lot of the hard
work out of the sales and installation
process. Our systems can be installed in
under a day, and that’s off-grid or gridconnected, whereas batteries of a similar
size might take three to five days to install.”
Local manufacturing means local
technical support, along with mechanical
and electrical engineers in Melbourne’s
eastern suburbs. Pressed for a price, Allen
suggests “around $1,000/kWh mark, with
inverters and batteries”.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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‘Locked-out solar gardeners’
fund 1MW community plant

The notion of tapping those who can’t own PV to
fund community clean energy projects is being tested
in NSW’s sunny Riverina region.

S

unshine lands on everybody, but the
bill savings associated with owning a
solar system mostly flow to those who
also own a rooftop. This problem of
popularising a magnificent source of energy
has been a tricky one, where low-income
households and apartment-dwellers are
seen as being locked out from a good thing.
On the surface it seems once again as
though the money flows to those who
already have enough.
One way around it is to build a solar plant
where ownership is shared by these
“locked-out” individuals, who then share
the revenue from sales of electricity. It
sounds a bit complex, but a 1MW project in
Grong Grong, NSW, is slowly taking shape
around that concept.
“We’re pioneering a new way of doing
community energy,” says Community Power
Agency advocacy manager Kristy Walters.
“It’s set up to be similar to the process of
how people would get rooftop solar, with
one upfront payment. The key difference is
it’s not on your rooftop, but you get similar
benefits as if you had rooftop solar.”
To become a reality the Haystacks solar
farm is looking to raise about $1.4 million by
selling 333 shares between $4,000 and
$4,200 each. Haystacks is a joint effort
between the Community Power Agency, an
advocate for shared clean energy,
community energy group Pingala and
consultancy Komo Energy, who will deal
with the EPC, oversee grid connection and
liaise with the landholders.
When a deal with an EPC and retailer is
finalised an interim prospectus will be
released, including the finalised price for a
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“garden plot” and the expected return.
Without an agreement with an offtaker
Haystacks isn’t able to provide prospective
investors with an estimate of annualised
returns, which would be delivered as
discounts on their electricity bills.
After 20 years members of the
cooperative will need to decide whether
they want to continue operating the plant or
decommission it. Investors would be locked
in with one retailer for their energy needs
for the 20-year term.

COMMUNITY SPIRIT
Grong Grong is about 400km west of Sydney
in the NSW Riverina region. The area hosts
a few utility-scale solar farms, including the
180MW Coleambally and 275MW
Darlington Point plants, and there is a queue
of solar and storage projects in the pipeline.
The idea was to first of all seek backing
for Haystacks among locals of the area, and
so the Community Power Agency hit the
road for meetings in Narrandera and Wagga
Wagga, and more targeted discussions in
Griffith, Leeton and Junee.
“We haven’t had any negative feedback,”
says Walters, who admits the idea of
packaging a solar investment suited for
people who are locked out of owning their
own PV in a part of the country where
dwellings are mostly all detached and
flooded by sunshine hasn’t necessarily
clicked. “They don’t have apartments, they
don’t have shading issues, so a lot of them
have said, great project, but your solar
gardeners might be in Sydney.”
In 2018 the Social Access Solar Gardens
project, funded by the NSW government

and ARENA, set out to discover whether
solar gardens are desirable, feasible and
viable to locked-out energy users.
Research by the Institute for Sustainable
Futures found there is interest in solar
gardens so long as they offer equivalent
value to investors as rooftop solar. Lowincome respondents would only consider a
subscription or lease model, rather than an
upfront lump sum. Contrary to the notion of
seeking out localised investor interest,
no-one seemed to be fussed about where a
solar garden was sited “as long as it works”.
Work by Norton Rose Fulbright found
solar gardens are feasible, helped by the
facts a generator licence is not required for
anything under 5MW. But on a viability
metric the schemes looks to be shot through.
Without subsidies, the ISF report found, a
full cost share delivers a simple payback of
10-16 years, compared to simple payback of
about five years for rooftop solar.
“If current support programs for rooftop
solar were expanded to include solar
gardens, the model would become viable for
all currently excluded consumers,” the
report said. “In fact, solar gardens may be
the only model that can help all locked-out
households sidestep their specific barrier to
solar. However, the return to the consumer
is greater from rooftop solar, so where that
is possible it should be a first choice.”
Haystacks relies on some funding from
the NSW government’s Regional
Community Energy Fund, worth $1,320,565.
If the scheme is delivered, investors will
see returns as a line item discount on their
energy bill. “Almost as if people had panels
on their own rooftop,” Walters says.
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BRILLIANT

THINKING
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OVER 240KW

The Clean Energy Council’s 2020 Solar Design and
Installation Awards focused on PV systems that helped
owners of commercial and industrial enterprises cut their
ties with polluting generation in creative ways.

WINNER
Luke Butterworth, Marton Treuer,
Alvin Lee, Tim Shield, Cameron
Evans and Matthias Huchel, Epho
LOGISTICS FACILITY,
Horsley Park, NSW

T

his 1.7MW rooftop solar installation
is significant for using Epho’s Bright
Thinkers Power Station technology,
which allows the system owner to trade
energy generated by the system on the
NEM. Without the technology the system
might only have been half the size, the
installer says.
The technology aims to unlock further
investment in solar PV on the entire
usable roof space of commercial and
industrial buildings, Epho says.
“This compares to the present practice
where current rooftop solar PV systems
are constrained in size to align with
tenant’s day-time demand minimising any
export. The Bright Thinkers Power Station
also opens up the opportunity to use
excess solar power from industrial sites to
off-set against consumption of city office
buildings that don’t have on-site solar
power,” says Epho CEO Oliver Hartley.
Epho worked with local network
Endeavour, which it says was open to
working on solutions to integrate large C&I
systems that are professionally operated
on their network. As Endeavour gathers
data on the system’s use Epho says it will
help other networks understand the value
in similar applications.
The installer expects system sizes will
increase quickly over the next couple of
years and is planning projects in the
1-3MW range that will run as professionally
operated power stations.
Over time it expects to be working
with clients on battery storage systems,
EV-charging stations, energy management
and other services.
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OVER 240KW

FINALIST

Matt Alexander and Xiaoxiao Fu, Smart Commercial Solar
SYDNEY WAREHOUSE, NSW

ometimes you’ll come across a problem that only a helicopter
will solve. In the case of this warehouse in Sydney, it was
decided a chopper was the only feasible lifting solution to
satisfy a 12-week deadline. “The coordination of works was the most
important thing,” says Smart Commercial Solar general manager
Maximilian Stenning. “We had to lift on the weekend on a day there
were no other trades onsite.”
To start, pallets of equipment were set out on the ground and preslung so that the helicopter could pick up and drop off continuously.
“We worked two-to-three pallets ahead of the helicopter to ensure
that it never caught up with us while pre-slinging,” Stenning says.
The customer had entered its first C&I retail electricity
arrangement with one of its tenants, so it was important the job was
delivered on time. “Ease of operation and maintenance was a key
factor in the design for this build,” Stenning says.
Solar has done a great job in reducing daytime energy
consumption across the NEM, but it has also started to impact its
own success into the future. “A declining daytime price of energy will
make traditional grid connected solar systems more difficult to stack
up from a business case standpoint,” Stenning says. “As the daytime
energy price gets cheaper, solar and other businesses need to look at
other technologies to solve the problem of prices on the shoulder
sides of daytime consumption.”
With the majority of new entrants in the renewable space being
either financiers or tech businesses, he says it’s easy to see the
opportunity is outside of simply putting panels on rooftops. “It’s
about looking outside and coming out from behind a customer’s
meter, where the real opportunity lies,” he says.

OVER 240KW

FINALIST
David Adams, Benjamin Murray, Damien
Groves and Graeme Malone, AGL
PERNOD RICARD WINERY,
South Australia

N

o-one likes getting into a hot car
after they’ve been strolling around
a vineyard, so Pernod Ricard
Winemakers exercised precision logic
when they approved a clean energy
project with installer AGL that included a
solar car park. The employee car park at
the Rowland Flat winery was the final
stage of a 3MW solar system at the
winemakers’ two Barossa Valley wineries.
The 10,000 PV modules installed at the
Rowland Flat and Tanunda wineries are
expected to generate more than 4GWh of
renewable electricity in the first year, AGL
says. The car park includes electric vehicle
charging facilities.
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WINNER

Matthew Linney and Jarrod Shepherd,
Autonomous Energy
SYDNEY CBD

T

he brief for the winning entry by
Autonomous Energy was to get a
minimum of 134kW of solar on a
relatively small roof to meet the project’s
Green Star target and to incorporate a
rooftop garden. Modules had to be
elevated and the rows spaced far enough
apart to allow the greenery to flourish.
There was also a big focus on
waterproofing the roof, which was
complicated by the growing medium
covering the roof surface. The installer
minimised the attachment points to
reduce the points of waterproofing, but
this introduced a lot of complexity in the
mounting frame design.
“There are times when boldly displaying
solar gives very attractive results, such as
this project, but there are other times
when a great result can be achieved by
subtly blending solar into a design,” says
Autonomous Energy CEO Matthew Linney.
“The important thing is for solar to be
seen as a design element for architects
and designers to work with rather than an
ugly necessity to be hidden from view.”
Linney concedes shading from
neighbouring buildings was an issue the
designers had to manage through careful
system planning, electrical design and
component selection. “The result is a lowrise building in the CBD that is generating
a significant amount of electricity from its
rooftop solar while also utilising that roof
space for other services, most importantly
the rooftop garden.”
Linney expects the next five years will
see more focus on optimising realised
financial returns, which will require more
attention to the long-term system
performance in addition to the existing
focus on initial cost.
“This will see more emphasis on system
monitoring, diagnostics, maintenance and
verification,” he says. “Importantly, these
will need to be considered at the design
stage rather than be afterthoughts upon
project completion.”
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30-240KW

FINALIST A
Christopher Hackett, GEM Energy
ECO RESORT
Brisbane/Gold Coast hinterland
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n eco-lodge is a far different proposition to enormous industrial rooftops. How do
you do solar in the bush? “With great patience!” says GEM Energy principal
electrician Christopher Hackett, who says the install schedule for this 56kW/138kWh
off-grid solar PV and battery storage system fell right in the middle of one of the worst
bushfire seasons in history.
“Every precaution was taken to install safely in the middle of a national park,
but there were multiple times when tools were packed up and blokes rushed out to
safety,” Hackett says.
Storage made perfect sense for the site, he says, because it is hard to access — especially
after heavy rain. “Having on-site storage allows the site to operate all year around,” he
says. “The site is in the middle of a national park, so carrying hazardous substances like
diesel should be limited if it cannot be avoided.”
Park management further imposed a “quiet time”, which meant a generator could not be
run during feeding times and throughout the night.
Onsite battery storage solves all those problems, Hackett says. “Explaining that to the
customer was not difficult as the customer is very invested in green technology.” With
individual module optimization the system is working well, even on cloudy days.
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FINALIST
Alvin Lee and Simba Kuestler,
Solgen Energy
WOOLWORTHS STORE in Orange, NSW

W

hy not say it with solar panels?
That was Solgen’s thinking when it
suggested to its client Woolworths
a Big W logo might be a nice touch in its
Solar Rollout program. “It was an exciting
and creative way to highlight the good work
Woolworths and Solgen were doing
together,” says Simba Kuestler, the Solgen
project engineer who worked on the job.
“It was a balance to find the right roof size
with the right store consumption for the
right sized logo. It was important that these
factors lined up otherwise the business case
may not have stacked up or the logo would
lose its definition if the panel layout wasn’t
dense enough.”
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Since it’s energisation the system has
been generating at least as much as other
100kW systems in the same regions despite
the unique layout and varying orientations,
he says. “So far, the store has consumed all
generated energy on site, offsetting up to
20% of the store’s daytime consumption
during solar hours.”
Kuestler expects the next five years will
see a large increase in battery storage
combined with PV as the grid shifts towards
localised microgrids. “Generation capacity is
not an issue for a sustainable grid,” he says.
“It is the capture and storage of energy for
grid smoothing and use at times when
renewable generation is lower.”
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Crowd invited to fund army
of sub-2MW PV plants
Komo Energy is looking to fund up to a hundred 500kW-2MW stand-alone solar farms
supplying into the grid by offering shares to the public.

P

art of the appeal of solar is that it is so
scalable. A tiny little strip of PV cells
may help power a calculator while
hundreds of thousands of modules can make
up a solar farm capable of hundreds of
megawatts of output.
Delivering solar projects of varying sizes
is another matter. Solar farms under 5MW
are easier to get approved, requiring less
effort in compliance with the Australian
Energy Market Operator for a start, but for
most people the only obvious route to
owning PV is to have it plonked on their
rooftops. That’s a popular option in
Australia, where nearly 25% of houses host
solar arrays. It means many others who feel
inclined to directly own a piece of clean
energy generation can feel left out.
This middle-ground in solar is ripe for
development, which is why renewables
company Komo Energy is looking to fund up
to a hundred 500kW-2MW stand-alone
solar farms supplying into the grid by
offering shares to the public.
Smaller-scale solar projects allow for a
greater flexibility in investment style, says
Komo Energy director and head of
marketing strategy Jonathan Prendergast.
“They can be more innovative at this scale
compared with 100MW scale,” he says.
Komo Energy’s first project is a 1.8MW

Sometimes it takes a crowd to
get a good thing off the ground.
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solar farm with 800kWh battery in
Goulburn, NSW, developed in collaboration
with Community Energy 4 Goulburn. The
second is the 1MW Haystacks solar farm in
Grong Grong, NSW, to be developed in
partnership with community energy brand
Pingala and the Community Power Agency.
There are many ways to fund a solar farm,
Prendergast says. For example, as long-term
investors and owners are attracted to
projects those payments can be used to fund
the early stages of subsequent projects.
“That’s a more organic model,” Prendergast
says, where two projects one year might
ease the way for five the following year and
10 the year after that.
Komo is looking to accelerate that
pipeline using outside investment, targeting
“everyday Australians” who might
otherwise feel left out of the transition to
clean energy. Its first equity offering opened
October 28 through Birchal equity funding.

THE RISKS
Funds from the raising will go into early
stages of projects, Prendergast says, to fund
the engineering and planning and to get
them to investment readiness, “but we
would love for the actual assets – solar
farms, solar and battery power stations – to
be crowd-funded separately in the future.”
“Everyday Australians” who want to take
up the offer will need to be aware of the
risks of an equity investment in an unlisted
company. There is plenty of risk in buying
shares in companies that are listed on the
Australian Securities Exchange but the
advantage is that investors can see what’s
happening in the market, with trading levels
and share price visible to all.
“What we hope to see is a like-minded
group of investors coming in who are not
only returns-driven but purpose-driven,”
says Komo Energy director and head of

project services Gerald Arends. It’s a
speculative space, to be sure, where the
fledgling company’s value is derived from
estimates of revenues from yet-to-berealised projects.
“It is a higher risk investment than a yield
investment into an actual solar farm,”
Arends says.
Early-stage investors attracted via crowdfunding might hope to realise a return on
investment down the track as further
funding rounds are completed or if the
company chooses to list on the exchange,
Prendergast says. “If someone wishes to sell
their shares they can speak to us and we can
offer to buy them out.”
The intermediary platform chosen by
Komo, Birchal, is looking to create a
secondary market where investors can
trade, he says.

ARMY OF OPPORTUNITY
Arends sees the market for sub-2MW solar
as a shining opportunity for the PV industry.
He tells a story of working on single-digitmegawatt PV projects in Europe before
coming to Australia to work on a
government-funded project in NSW
proposed as 140MW but realised as 40MW.
What might have happened if the
government had instead decided to build
140 separate 1MW plants spread across the
state, he wonders? “You would have a
thriving industry; you would have multiple
contractors, multiple planning consultants,
engineers that are familiar with setting up
solar farms and driving down the costs –
that’s the vision we have,” Arends says.
“For us it’s about building an industry
rather than doing individual projects. We
want to see a multitude of participants in
the market who work together to deliver
solar farms at a lower cost in more regional
locations and in a more accessible way.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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VIRTUAL POWER PLANTS

Early movers target 400MW
VPP, cite risk in storage value
As the storage market evolves owners of behind-the-meter assets will have
greater flexibility to profit than on-grid facilities, says a UK entrant.

I

nvestors in the Australian storage market
take note. Busy competition to supply
services from storage assets connected to
the grid in front of the meter will always be
matched by finite demand.
“It means you have to carefully consider
how you’re putting your business case
together,” says SmartestEnergy CEO Robert
Owens, “and understand that’s not your only
reason to exist.”
It happened in the UK, Owens says, where
owners of stand-alone battery projects were
hoping to reap rewards from very high
volatility in frequency markets. As more
storage was added to the grid, the market
quickly moderated and those attractive
price signals disappeared. “There wasn’t the
same volatility,” Owens says. “For behindthe-meter batteries it’s a bit different,
because they have another reason to exist.”
Owens spoke to EcoGeneration after his
company announced it had entered into a
memorandum of understanding with
renewable energy fund CEP.Energy to
create a 1GW battery bank in Australia. In
the first stage, SmartestEnergy will manage
and operate a 300-400MW virtual power
plant for CEP.Energy at industrial park sites
owned by the Pelligra Group.
The project will be SmartestEnergy’s first
foray into the Australian market. It has
retail licences in place across the NEM,
Owen says, and has been picking up C&I
customers since September.
SmartestEnergy launched in the UK in
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2001 to provide services to smaller
generators, about the time the market there
changed from a pooled to a bilateral market.
“There were a lot of challenges for
generators,” Owen says. “We set up to
provide them with the services they needed
… from managing positions and balancing,
their renewable certificates all the way
through to access-to-market services.”
For its VPP in Australia CEP is targeting
embedded networks at commercial and
industrial sites within the portfolio of
property developer Pelligra Group.
“Traditionally, more industrial processes
make it easier; where there is predicted load
or variability in the load you can understand
and manage with a sensibly-sized battery,”
Owens says. “Certainty of load helps.”
Most of the locations will see rooftop
solar installed for the first time, along with
storage, and others may already have PV
systems installed.
The role of VPP conductor is similar to
that of the tuxedoed chap who stands facing
an orchestra, except in this case the
audience must also be cajoled into optimal
efficiency. Owen says SmartestEnergy’s role
is to help optimise operations at sites
included in the VPP, through peak-shaving,
load shifting and so forth, and provide
ancillary services, FCAS and actions in the
wholesale market as opportunity arises.
The systems will be able to export, Owen
says, “although they will be sized in such a
way as generally they won’t need to.”

Sites will be selected against criteria that
includes load, self-consumption and
volatility of energy consumption, so that a
decision can be made on a suitable battery
capacity and expectations for value
generated from a site. “The overall
expectation is to manage them as a fleet,”
Owens says, “so every site doesn’t
necessarily have to be a diamond.”

ENERGY PORTFOLIO
Batteries will be critical assets in the NEM
as renewables push out traditional
generators, Owens says, admitting his
company has timed its entrance into the
Australian market to make hay while the
sun shines. “With any of these new
technologies, it’s normally those that can get
in quickly that realise the greatest value.”
He’s seen in happen in the UK, where the
prices for frequency services were “very, very
high” for a while. “Of course, that attracted a
lot of people,” he says, “and that only does
one thing to prices, because there is a
maximum demand from the transmission
system operator for those types of services.”
As the storage market grows, owners and
investors will have to be cunning. Assets
that operate in front of the meter may not
have the same scope for proving their value
as those that are behind the meter, where
the avoidance of peak charges is worth a lot.
As projects are realised there will be
success and disappointment. For consumers,
however, it’s all good news.
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Miller’s

ARENA
As head of the Australian Renewable Energy Agency, Darren Miller is pushing
the technologies that will support and deliver tomorrow’s clean energy grid.

D

arren Miller doesn’t come
across as a $3.9 billion man,
unlike some of the others who
lurk around the forecourt of the
Sydney tower that’s home to
more than a few investment banks. He’s
more your open-collar kind of guy, without
the fitted suit and Hermes cufflinks. But at
48 he’s pulling the strings on a budget a few
levels higher than the stern-faced
financiers over by the lifts.
As captain at ARENA, Miller already
manages $2 billion in grant funding, with an
additional $1.9 billion to deploy thanks to
edge-of-the-seat inclusion in the 2020
federal budget. It’s a lot of money, all of it
destined towards a worthy cause.
Not every dollar will sprout results, he
says, but that’s the risk you take when you
are tasked with kickstarting a revolution in
how electricity is generated.
Over a couple of coffees in a corner by the
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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kitchen of a dimly lit café, restaurant or bar
(depending on the time of day you visit),
Miller tells EcoGeneration about his curious
journey from running due diligence for
Kerry Packer, heading a technology venture
and testing the local market for Danny
Kennedy’s Sungevity solar business to
calling the shots over commitment of
government funds to the early-stage bright
ideas that will get us out of this mess of coal
we call an electricity system.
“I first realised around 2010 that solar PV
would come down the cost curve so rapidly
that it would ultimately be the solution to
displace fossil fuels,” he says to get the ball
rolling. “And I thought that technical,
economic and policy would come together
to support renewables as the future.
“That was the turning point for me to
decide to get into the space.”
EcoGeneration’s first question is one that’s
been nagging us for a while…

How much do you have to know about
emerging clean energy technology to
confidently invest?
We have a very strong team at ARENA.
It’s highly functional. We have a lot of
technical expertise in-house and an
external advisory panel of technical experts
who we rely on quite heavily.
You have to have a reasonable level of
affinity for the technology and an ability to
grasp concepts. I was always a keen science
student at school and in my early university
days, even though my background is
commerce, accounting and economics. For
me it’s a perfect blend.
Technologies don’t exist in a vacuum;
they exist and will succeed if they are
economic and deliver the end results. In this
role you’re always balancing things: can this
technology that does this to these molecules
in this way deliver you a result that is going
to be cost-effective in the long-term? You
December 2020 ecogeneration
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A solar project in Sydney
that relied on lightweight
module technology
qualified for funding.

have to be able to judge the business case,
the commercials, the legals, the regulatory
environment that surrounds that. It’s not
just about can a technology work; it’s about
can it work in the future context of the
economy that we’re building. You’ve got to
blend those two things at all times.
Most of these technologies are
competing against each other…
And that’s the great thing. One of the most
basic and most powerful concepts in
finance is portfolio theory. It says if you
want to build an asset base and have a
stable return profile you need ... businesses
that compete against each other. When
one’s up another’s down, and vice versa. It’s
the same with technology.
With the thing we are trying to solve
here, you can’t know what’s going to work in
20 or 30 years’ time. You need to be able to
back a variety of different technologies
which, if one works and the other one fails,
at least you’ve balanced your portfolio and
you can achieve the objective without
knowing exactly what the winner is today.
A key thing for ARENA is it’s about
picking enough technologies at an early
stage where they are not yet proven, but you
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have a wide variety of solutions to the
challenges that you are trying to solve. But
at the same time not continuing to back
things that are clearly not going to make it.
That’s where the art of it is; it’s about
knowing when is enough enough in a
certain technology and where have we not
explored far enough yet, where there is
still a high degree of risk the thing will
work commercially.
Carrying on with the portfolio analogy,
are there any risk-free investments in
clean energy?
There are some things that are now sure
winners in terms of technology risk. Solar
and wind are going to be clear winners long
term. If I could paint you what I think the
energy system will look like in 20 years’
time I would say 40% wind, 40% solar and
20% something else that balances the
system. So how do we go from 15-18% wind
and solar today to effectively 80%? It’s a
pathway of scale and infrastructure and
businesses investing; it is no longer
technology risk.
The speculative stuff are the things that
really have to prove themselves against the
incumbents. Things like hydrogen, where

you are competing against gas, which is
cheap to dig up. Then you’ve got
sustainability risk on the other side and the
financial risk. Things like hydrogen, things
like solar thermal, cost-effective storage,
heavy industry – these are the speculative
things where it’s really unknown yet how
we succeed in that longer-term.
Do you see wind and solar as completely
mature technologies?
They have been considered mature because
they can get to market without subsidy. If
you build a new solar plant today you can
generate the electrons at, say, $45-50MWh,
and they are the cheapest electrons from a
new-build plant of any type.
On one reading you can say they are
mature technologies. There is another
perspective, though — that for future
decarbonisation and future renewable
penetration we need those technologies to
not be $40-50/MWh but to be $20-25/
MWh. Only with such cheap solar and wind
energy can you have a hydrogen industry
that will succeed. So these are technologies
that underpin other things; not just
generating raw electrons anymore, but
producing molecules, balancing the system.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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For those purposes, solar and wind are not
yet mature enough to support a hydrogen
industry or to support an aluminium smelter
or to generate green steel. For those things to
happen you need further innovation and cost
reductions in solar and wind.
Cost forecasts are a daily staple in clean
energy. How much attention should we
give them?
The history of energy forecasting has always
been that you can ignore it. Nobody figured
out how quickly solar in particular would
come down the cost curve.
People whose job it is to figure these
things out have become a lot more
circumspect and have recalibrated the way
they talk about the future; things like EV
penetration, lithium-ion costs and I’m now
even being circumspect about hydrogen – I
think the scale of it happening could be
much wider, it could be a lot quicker, it could
come down the cost curve rapidly.
When you look at the subsidies that
nations like Germany are putting into green
hydrogen there are huge forces at work
globally that I think the local perspective
has missed.
Are you saying there is too much hope in
Australia about hydrogen?
I think there is a lack of understanding
about how much momentum and money is
being spent overseas in technologies that we
can inherit. The issue with solar was, you
couldn’t quite imagine you could get panels
down from $2-3 a watt to 20 cents a watt.
It’s the story of Chinese manufacturing, and
loss-making Chinese manufacturing; they
have done it for other reasons and we have
benefited from really cheap modules.
Without that appreciation of global forces
at work it’s very hard to make accurate
predictions about what will happen in
Australia. Likewise if you say, what could
hydrogen be in Australia? If you just look
myopically at the opportunities here you
miss the global impetus that has been put
out there by the likes of Germany’s €9
billion hydrogen plan and the €150 billion
the EU wants to spend and all the things
that the US and China want to do.
We’ll inherit the benefit of that and be
able to scale our hydrogen industry cheaper
and faster because of it.
Can our export markets develop their
own hydrogen?
This is where the risk comes in. You have an
opportunity that’s been put out there by the
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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likes of Japan and South Korea who have
expressed a future demand for clean
hydrogen, and simplistically Australia is a
great place to do that; we have sun, wind,
land, an advanced economy, the cost of
capital – there are good reasons why we
should be a leader in that space.
On the other hand, compression, storage
and transport of hydrogen are deeply
problematic. There is a lot of technical risk
and economic risk and having that happen
cost-effectively to meet that demand. And
we are competing against their own ability
to supply their own demand.
The issue is the amount of energy
required by these geographically small
nations is such that they can’t produce it all
on their own, so they’re going to be looking
overseas for an abundance of wind and sun
and land where they can produce the
molecules they need – and that’s where the
opportunity arises.
But we’ve got some significant cost and
technical challenges to overcome for that to
be a reality – and there’s a lot of risk there.
That’s something we need to be working on
quite diligently in Australia.
What’s the solution? Start small or
propose enormous projects?

I think you need a mix of that grand
ambition as well as practical steps at the
research and start-up phase to really fill in
the gaps on the issues. Can we install that
much solar and wind? Yes. At the right cost?
No, not today. But you need scale to beget
cost reductions, so there is logic there. Can
you install the electrolyzers cost effectively?
No, they need to come down by about twothirds. Can that be done? Almost certainly it
can be done. We’re already seeing
electrolyser costs in China where they need
to be to make hydrogen at the right price.
But what do we do with it, how do we
compress it cost-effectively, where are the
ships, how do you store it, how do you
account for the losses involved in all of that?
There is a lot of work to do on that side
and we haven’t quite figured out what form
we turn our renewable energy into for
shipping and use overseas. Things like
liquefied hydrogen are on the agenda but so
is ammonia and so is value-adding to our
iron exports. Maybe we should be using our
energy to upgrade our iron ores into iron
briquettes, things that can go into green
steel furnaces overseas.
There is a whole variety of opportunities
for exports but all of it requires vast amounts
of low-cost renewable energy to be produced.

‘That’s where the art of it is ... it’s about
knowing where have we not explored far enough
yet, where there is still a high degree of risk
the thing will work commercially.’

Australia has to be aware of global activity around hydrogen if it wants to compete, Miller says.
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Have there been any areas where it feels
like private investors could have offered
more support?
Technologies go through phases where in
the early stages of the R&D phase there is
very little private capital for early stage
research, just because of the risks involved.
There is a lot of private capital available at
the later stages once the technology is
proven and I think the opportunity for
Australian investors is to get in a little bit
earlier than proven technology into
technology that just hasn’t scaled yet.
One of the key technologies on our
agenda that I would love to have more
private capital support is solar thermal.
Solar thermal again uses our vast land and
sun resources but instead of using the
photovoltaic effect to create electricity it
directs heat to crack molecules and to

provide heat into high-temperature
processes. There is great innovation in
Australia. We’ve got a company we’ve
been supporting called Vast Solar which
has been innovating quite exceptionally
but hasn’t attracted enough private capital
yet for early stage plants to prove their
technology.
It’s that middle stage between research
and later stage commercial deployment
where there is a lack of capital and a lack of
risk-taking by Australian corporates. We’d
love for more people to join us on that
journey rather than us doing such a large
amount of heavy lifting.
If they work and if they scale and achieve
cost reductions, they could be really quite
globally applicable to any country that has
good sunshine and industrial energy needs.
Solar thermal could be a great technology.

Miller saw forecasts for
the falling cost of solar as
a signal for him to enter
the clean energy industry.

ARENA helped fund the 50% extension of the
Hornsdale Power Reserve, completed this year.
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Aurora was an example of solar thermal
perhaps on too grand a scale. What’s
your advice to developers?
The technologies that will succeed in the
renewable future are smaller, more modular
things. The days are these giant first-of-akind enormous plants are very risky, and
that’s some of the challenge that has been
experienced by the likes of pumped hydro.
The facilities are so big and the capital is so
vast that you would much rather have a
project a tenth of the size that you could do 10
times before you got to the one of that size.
When you get those opportunities to build
smaller more modular plants that then scale
up to big plants, that’s when you have
success because you can learn and achieve
cost reductions through repetition.
Are Australia’s superannuation funds
supporting clean energy?
I think the super funds could do a lot more
to support clean energy, not only from an
environmental social governance
perspective but also from a risk perspective.
We can see quite clearly that the world is
moving towards carbon abatement. You
want to be investing for what you see are the
themes 10 years out. Personally, I’m terrified
of having my money in a super fund that is
long in oil and gas and coal because I think
those commodities are on the decline
globally. From a purely financial and
wealth-generating perspective I think super
funds should be much more in the clean
space, the sustainability space, than in oil
and gas. They could show real leadership by
doing that. There are a few who have.
I think the super funds could be doing
more in the venture capital space and that
could overlap with some of the work
ARENA has done in the past.
Is there a ratio of what you expect to be
dud investments and successes?
Look, none of our investments are duds –
even the ones that fail. A dud investment for
us is one where the project never gets to
fruition. It means we picked a technology,
we picked a project and they never actually
got to build their plant. That’s what I
consider a failure, where you don’t get to
build the thing you wanted to.
A failure is not something where you built it
and the technology ultimately didn’t succeed.
Because, really, if you’re not succeeding then
someone like ARENA is not trying hard
enough to back risky technologies. We can’t
have a broad portfolio if we haven’t tried hard
to pick things that are technically risky. Take
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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The cost of solar has further to fall
before it can power a hydrogen revolution.

something like wave energy and tidal energy
where we backed five or six projects in the
space – and there are some notable failures in
the space, such as Carnegie. That’s not a
failure; it’s a success in trying to move a
technology forward, but there are some key
technical reasons why that technology has
real challenges, and it’s important that we
invest in that to discover whether those
challenges can be overcome.
Australia has a good pedigree in many
areas of clean energy research,
particularly solar. Are there areas where
R&D is lacking?
I can’t answer that. I don’t know well enough
relative to overseas where we are lacking.
What I really worry about is the impact covid
has had on researchers. The universities are
really struggling. We’re seeing a lot of
projects asking for more time and to adapt
their projects to be more generic. It could
mean that if we don’t come out of covid
reasonably quickly that we lose momentum
in that early-stage research that’s really
important in some of these technologies.
Storage will become increasingly
important to manage higher levels of
variable renewables. You must be
watching storage carefully. Are we
heading for a bottleneck?
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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‘Look, none of our investments are duds —
even the ones that fail ... We can’t have a broad
portfolio if we haven’t tried hard to pick things
that are technically risky.’
If we want to get to 100% wind and solar we
absolutely need really cheap, vast resources
of different types of energy storage. Unless
we have storage solved we’re always going
to need a balancing fuel in the system,
whether that’s gas or hydrogen, potentially.
We’re going to need a flexible fuel to provide
that peaking need.
We’re looking at storage through the lens
of both that shorter-term storage, the role
that lithium-ion batteries are providing to
balance the system, but also keenly
interested in whether those lithium-ion
batteries can come down the cost curve over
time to provide that more medium-duration
storage of 6 to 8 hours and potentially more.
But we are very reluctant to back only one
horse for something so important, so at
ARENA we are looking at other forms of
long-duration storage. That would be solar
thermal, which can provide 12-14 hours of
energy dispatch at night, and things like
compressed air and hydrogen.

At ARENA we are very focused on various
technology options and we want to move
them all forward rather than just attack one
type of technology, because the risk of
getting it wrong is that we have no options
in 10 years’ time.
Do you get to hear politicians’ unfiltered
and heartfelt beliefs about clean energy?
I speak to a few politicians. I don’t get
deeply involved in talking to all of them.
Certainly I spend a lot of time with Minister
Taylor, who is very much a rationalist
around energy technologies and the
transition. Having been a consultant he sees
that technologies can scale.
I think everybody holds different views
about the urgency and government’s role in
responding to it versus the private market.
We can all have different views about how
urgent it is.
Darren Miller spoke with Jeremy Chunn.
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Microgrid targets 70%
self-consumption and FCAS
The Adelaide Ikea outlet will use voltage-mastering technology
to allow it to provide grid services to the local network.

Y

ou can get anything at Ikea, much of
it flat-packed for a convenient trip
home in the hatchback. (We’ll gloss
over the relative inconvenience of assembly.)
On the back of this year including solar PV
and battery storage as part of its home
improvements line to consumers, the
Swedish mega-brand has announced its
serious intention to rely on clean energy to
power its outlet in Adelaide.
The site near Adelaide’s airport will
become the country’s largest gridconnected commercial microgrid, with
the $6.6 million first stage of the project
relying on 1.2MW of rooftop solar and
a 3MW/3.4MWh lithium-ion battery
storage system.
By the middle of next year the new
microgrid will be supplying about 70% of
the voluminous furniture shop’s electricity
needs, delivered via a power purchase
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agreement with Epic Energy. It’s a great
leap up from the 30% self-consumption
range achieved at most commercial PV
projects, thanks in part to the enormous
battery capacity – to be housed in three
40-foot shipping containers – but also due
to an energy management system that
overcomes the problem of exports pushing
up voltage levels in the network.
Planet Ark Power’s eleXsys technology is
designed to accommodate grid-connected
solar in parts of networks where reverse
power flow is reaching problematic levels,
because of nearby high penetration of
rooftop PV.
“When you get to about 20% of the
feeder’s capacity, you end up with voltage
problems,” says Planet Ark Power chief
commercial officer Jonathan Ruddick. “The
grid was never designed to take large
amounts of reverse power flow.”

BETWEEN THE FLAGS
Because distribution network service
providers are obliged to keep voltage levels
within a determined range, Ruddick says,
they are left with just two choices: curtail
solar systems on parts of the network
where there are voltage issues, or upgrade
the infrastructure.
In South Australia, where rooftop PV can
on some afternoons be classed as the largest
generator in the state at 1.5GW, SA Power
Networks has been tasked by the
government and AEMO to manage output of
new PV systems in times of stress.
For commercial and industrial PV
systems, the large majority are limited to
zero exports to be granted connection to
networks. “There is a lot of congestion out
there,” Ruddick says. “It’s happening all
over Australia.”
The eleXsys system was invented by
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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To be granted connection to the grid the large
majority of C&I systems are limited to zero
exports. “There is a lot of congestion out there,”
Ruddick says. “It’s happening all over Australia.”

Jonathan Ruddick sees plenty
more potential in commercial solar.

Planet Ark Power CEO Bevan Holcombe to
get around this problem behind the meter by
“sinking or sourcing VARs” to manage the
voltage of the generating assets, be they
modules or batteries.
The Ikea project will be a great
demonstration of the technology, Ruddick
says, although it has already been trialled at
a car dealership in Queensland and its
inventors awarded the Intelligent Grids,
Platforms and Cyber Security prize at the
Startup Energy Transition Awards in
Germany in 2019.

OVER THE LINE
The designers of the Adelaide Ikea project
had hoped for 3MW of storage and 1.2MW
of solar, on separate connections. SAPN,
however, capped battery export at 2.7MW.
This limited the economics of the
investment, because the owners wanted to

Planet Ark Power’s eleXsys will be
the brains in Ikea’s Adelaide microgrid.
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use the battery to trade not only the spot
market but also the FCAS markets, which
are only available in 1MW chunks. This
essentially limited a hoped-for 3MW of
trading capacity to 2MW. On that result,
“the whole project economics were
affected,” Ruddick says. “It wouldn’t have
the same business case.”
It’s the inclusion of the eleXsys tech,
which gets its own 20-foot container, that
has made the project feasible, he says. “It
means we can provide frequency services,
which is more and more in demand as the
grid is connected to more and more
distributed solar.”
Ruddick sees it as a “circular”
relationship, where fixing the voltage
problems enables more distributed solar,
which leads to more frequency problems,
which can be managed – for a profit – by
batteries, to stabilise and provide security to

the network. “We’re able to increase the
bandwidth, if you like, of the electricity
network to host more and more solar,” he
says, estimating about 200% of current
hosting capacity of the feeder. “Given
rooftop potential, that will easily be enough
to meet current energy demand.”

IN THE BOX
Smart software in separate eleXsys units
housed with the batteries will control the
FCAS trading, he says. All the units will
remain the property of Planet Ark Power
and operate on a fee-for-service basis. Use of
silicon carbide semiconductors allows the
tech to operate at very high frequencies and
high voltage levels, allowing for smaller,
lighter, more efficient equipment, he says.
Instead of taking up the space of about six
refrigerators, the units are about the size of
two desktop computers.
The first stage of the Adelaide Ikea project
is due to be finished by August 2021, and
Ruddick expects more of the same work to
pop up at other Ikea outlets alongside work
for property groups that have been in touch.
“The [Ikea project] has applications to the
whole C&I sector,” he says.
Stage two of the project will see the outlet
powered with 100% renewable energy by
2025, including a timber-framed solar array
to cover the car park.
In stage three, Ikea and its partners will
look into the viability of hydrogen energy
being generated on site.
In the future there is also the possibility,
Ikea says, for it to transform itself into an
energy provider that can create and sell
clean energy to the network.
December 2020 ecogeneration
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STORAGE LEVELS
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S RISING
There is no argument about
the vital role storage will play
in a grid dominated by variable
renewables, writes Jeremy
Chunn, but its rise is sure to
be a prolonged affair that is
potholed with risk.

R

Owners of the Hornsdale Power Reserve got in
early and reaped the benefits, although the
economics of storage are sure to shift.
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enewables are the irritable
toddlers we must learn to live
with. We love them, yes, but their
wild swings in energy – bouncing
off the walls one minute, asleep
over dinner the next – require a lot of
patience. In terms of pushing up levels of
wind and solar in the grid to replace coal
and gas, the job of levelling out variable
supply to match predictable demand goes to
storage assets.
In its Integrated System Plan 2020, the
Australian Energy Market Operator called
for 6-18GW of new dispatchable resources
– most of it storage – to set up the National
Electricity Market for a transition to clean
energy. “Market design needs to reward the
increasing value of flexibility and
dispatchability in complementing and
firming variable generation,” the authors of
the ISP wrote.
The federal government’s Technology
Investment Roadmap, released in
September, included as one of its “stretch
December 2020 ecogeneration
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‘You don’t want to be building
an asset in 2025 if you don’t
need it until 2030.’
Ali Asghar, BNEF
ElectraNet’s Dalrymple battery is
working hard to stabilise the grid in
the Yorke Peninsula, South Australia.

goals” an ambition to bring the cost of
electricity from storage to below
$100/MWh. The government is pitching
in $18 billion with the expectation of
attracting $100 billion in private funds to
prompt development in production of
hydrogen, batteries, low-carbon steel and
aluminium, carbon capture and storage and
carbon sequestration.
The Morrison government accepted in the
roadmap that “broad deployment of storage
will facilitate more low-cost solar and wind
electricity in the grid”.
Storage projects are falling into place
around Australia. In October the NSW
government ticked off planning approval
for the 600MW Oven Mountain pumped
hydro facility, cited to ease the way for new
solar and wind generation in the
Renewable Energy Zone being established
in the state’s north. AGL Energy has a
target of installing 1.2GW of new battery
storage and demand response capacity by
2024, and let’s not forget the 1.7GW Battery
of the Nation project in Tasmania, the 2GW
in NSW planned for Snowy 2.0 and the
many gigawatts in the project pipeline
around the country, linked to wind, solar
and hydrogen plants.
It appears the age of storage is upon us.
Or is it?
Looking far ahead, BloombergNEF
Asia-Pacific power market specialist Ali
Asghar expects batteries and pumped
hydro will do most of the storage work in
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tomorrow’s energy system. Pumped hydro,
he says, is a difficult technology for
investors to grapple with.
“There are a lot of uncertainties [around
pumped hydro] and the economics look
challenging,” Asghar says, listing long
planning and construction timelines, long
economic lifetimes, a mature technology
with less room for cost reductions and
highly site-specific cost structures. For
these reasons he expects state and federal
governments will step in to back pumped
hydro projects, as they have at Snowy 2.0
and Oven Mountain in NSW.
“Other than Snowy Hydro, none has
reached the point of a final investment
decision, and there is a good reason for
that,” he says. “Anything you hear for a
pumped hydro project in terms of costs right
now, it’s certainly not going to be the case
once the feasibility studies are over. There is
a greater probability of cost creeps.”

WHO WILL BACK PUMPED HYDRO?
In an open letter to Prime Minister Scott
Morrison and NSW Premier Gladys
Berejiklian the $2 billion estimate for Snowy
2.0 has already been queried by a group of
37 industry experts, who say $10 billion will
be closer to the mark.
The change in supply and demand over
the next 10 years will be unprecedented,
Asghar says, as renewables edge up and up
in the mix and coal generators retire. “And
on the demand side we’ve seen a record

amount of rooftop solar generation, and that
in itself changes the underlying demand
profile in Australia,” Asghar says. “We’ll
require a lot more flexible generation.”
As for coal closures, BNEF expects the
2GW Liddell plant in NSW to close in 2023,
with the next closure in 2028-29 and further
closures in the first half of the 2030s.
Some closures will be almost predictable,
as plants reach the end of their technical
lives, shareholders put pressure on owners
and degraded performance makes them
uneconomical.
But here’s the crux of the problem.
Owners of remaining plants may have made
no commitments to back away and may even
extend operations to milk revenues from
gyrations in pricing as supply is stepped
down. “Every time a coal plant closes that
results in price spikes, which is great for
generators,” Asghar says. “They can make a
lot of money. Everybody is waiting for who
blinks first.”
Owners of storage facilities built before
the staggered exit of coal will also be able to
partake in these jumps in revenue, of course.
“Timing is everything,” Asghar says. “You
don’t want to be building an asset in 2025 if
you don’t need it until 2030.”
The sweet spot for investment and
construction, he says, is around 2028-30. On
closer inspection everything appears to
hinge on plans for the 1.3GW Vales Point
coal station. “That’s the one that has no
public commitment to retire,” he says.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Large amounts of storage are most likely
needed around the late 2020s to early 2030s,
he says, and until then developers will be
watching the cost of lithium-ion technology
fall – they hope. “There are a lot of people
on the sidelines looking at this,” he says.
If the NEM really only needs a huge step
up in storage a decade from now, no-one
today can say with much certainty what will
be the cheapest way to solve the problem. If
anyone with private money wants to back
pumped hydro in the meantime, they’d
better start soon to have a facility up and
running in time.

MANY TYPES OF STORAGE
Of course, it’s worth remembering that
electricity can’t be stored. The solutions
mentioned here involve chemical
applications or rely on gravity, among other
things. Every technology comes with a trade
off in efficiency and many solutions only
look good when they are connected to
luxurious amounts of supply. The problem
isn’t just to stabilise supply but to account
for wayward output from variable
generation sources. Even then it’s worth
looking harder at the problem to understand
its abstractions.
“I would encourage you to define storage
as broadly as you can,” says Dr Brian Spak,
who leads the CSIRO’s grids and renewable
integration work and can identify deep
reserves on the demand side.
Take thermal storage, for example, which
includes the temperature of the air inside a
building and the inertia associated with it.
It also includes demand response for airconditioning, where houses are pre-cooled
during times of surplus solar or air-con
units are set a degree or two warmer than
some people’s chilly preferences. “That’s
certainly a renewable integration avenue,
and arguably a type or storage,” Spak says.
Australia already has the most successful
demand response program in the world, he
says, with the water heater programs in
NSW and Queensland introduced to
facilitate coal plants to run through the
night. “There’s no reason why they can’t be
adapted relatively simply to integrate solar
during the day,” Spak says.
“There’s an energy arbitrage value, an
FCAS value and, if you put the project at the
right part of the grid, you might be able to
get some network value,” he says. “There are
lots of things storage could do that the
market doesn’t really enable.”
Renewables are producing in parts of the
grid where there is no demand at the
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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moment, Spak says. If you owned a solar
farm with a battery on it, and you could
forecast what the price was going to be at
different times of the day, you could use the
battery to shape output of your solar farm to
where the grid needs it. “But there is no
market signal for that now that incorporates
marginal loss factors, because it’s levelized
over the course of a year.”
The rise of electric vehicles will bring a
useful variable load to the market, Spak
says. “One way to help solve the problem of
decarbonising the grid and having it run on
renewables is to make the system bigger,” he
says. “Don’t just try to do it with the existing
electricity system; bring transport along for
the ride. You’d get a lot of benefit from the
flexibility of vehicles.”
Networks and retailers will likely adjust
tariffs to incentivise energy use and limit PV
exports during the middle of the day, as has
happened in South Australia. “We want to
make it in customers’ interests to run
everything, but especially electric vehicle
charging, in the middle of the day.”
Spak says the ability of having a legion of
EV batteries connected to the grid to charge
and discharge would simplify short-term
storage problems.
The grid itself can also be classified as
storage. For instance, if the east coast was
linked by transmission to Western
Australia, the evening peaks in the eastern
states could be largely powered by solar.
“A broader geographic coverage makes
the problem easier to solve as well,” he says.
“The challenge of renewable integration
doesn’t just depend on how much
renewables you have on the grid; it depends
on the nature of the grid itself and how
robust the transmission networks are.”

Developers of large-scale solar plants in
poorly-connected parts of the grid where
curtailment is a significant issue will agree
that transmission needs to catch up if the
market is to get the full benefit of our strong
sun and wind resources. Building
transmission is a headache everywhere in
the world, Spak says, “but it’s an easy way to
solve some of this problem.”
CSIRO modelling has shown the need for
storage becomes evident as renewables
account for about half energy supply, but the
need for storage grows strongly around the
80% level. The solution relies on where the
generation is, what type of generation it is,
and where the storage is and what type it is.
The solution might be to detour around
storage and build so much solar that the
NEM can get through the darkest days of
winter and in summer surplus solar is
spilled. “There’s a lot of research that
suggests renewable curtailment is a feature,
not a bug, of high renewable systems,” he
says. “You overbuild and sometimes you’re
going to have more than you need and you
don’t use it. We just have to get more
comfortable with that approach.”

Storage is also a feature in
Germany’s energy system.

The storage sector is growing rapidly,
including technology from energy giant GE.
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In that case, shaping and moving energy
consumption will become more important
than saving it and reducing consumption.
“Building out the grid tends not to be a
very cost-effective solution; we should be
getting better utilisation out of the existing
infrastructure, which includes water
heaters, air-conditioners and pool pumps,”
he says. “We just need to open the markets
and create the opportunity for those devices
to play a role in the energy future.”

A PLAN FOR DISPATCH
Who is the ultimate architect of the grid?
There isn’t one. And the reason AEMO
delivered its integrated system plans in 2018
and this year was to provide a vision for how
the system is evolving and how a better
version can be planned for.
“The grid is a market,” says AEMO
group manager forecasting, system design
and engineering Nicola Falcon, “and a lot
of the future development and generation
is going to be driven by market incentives
and private investors’ preferences to type
of technology.”
The Integrated System Plan, used as an
investor’s guide, sows the clues as to the
services and needs the power system will
require, and for regulators it offers guidance

on the transmission needed to unlock the
possibilities of this future energy mix.
The ISP sets out that the grid will need
between 6-18GW of “dispatchable
resources”, most of it storage, but AEMO’s
planners can’t foresee whether the market
will provide the right incentives for it to be
built in time to balance the staggered exit of
a dozen or so coal-fired power stations.
AEMO’s report rounded storage into
three categories: “shallow” storage for
capacity, ramping and FCAS (including
virtual power plants and two-hour largescale batteries); “medium” storage for intraday shifting (four-hour batteries, 6-12-hour
pumped hydro and existing pumped hydro);
and “deep” storage for variable renewable
energy droughts and seasonal smoothing
(24-hour pumped hydro and 48-hour
pumped hydro).
The appetite for building assets in each
storage class will in many respects rely on
requirements for transmission to play a
supporting role. An owner of a solar plant,
for example, might decide to add storage on
site to even out supply and boost revenues
from a hybrid solution.
“They’re not going to be waiting for
transmission; they want to be able to do that
just to make sure they can generate at the

New incentives may need to be provided so that
battery owners can turn a profit for providing
essential services to the grid.

Developers are watching the schedule
of looming coal closures and hoping the
cost of storage will continue to fall.
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times that maximise value,” Falcon says.
Deeper storage solutions, however, will
require coordination of new transmission to
really set off the fireworks.
“Consumers won’t be able to benefit
from Snowy 2.0 unless the HumeLink
[transmission] is developed to get generation
to the load centres.”
In other cases it will make sense for
storage to be built ahead of transmission,
Falcon says, pointing to the Renewable
Energy Zones announced by NSW and
Queensland. “All of the solar and wind in
those areas won’t be built simultaneously, so
building some batteries ahead of the
transmission can help smooth out some of
that renewable generation,” she says.
Revenue can flood to owners of fast
response batteries, as has been shown by
Neoen’s success with the Hornsdale Power
Reserve in South Australia, but there is a
risk to owners in that opportunities will
narrow as more storage assets enter the
market. Is it that simple?
“That argument holds if the system is not
changing significantly,” Falcon says, “yet
what we’re finding is that with large
volumes of coal retiring, particularly beyond
2030, there is actually going to be potential
for highly volatile prices, particularly if gas
is required to fill the gap.”
Owners of storage assets may need deep
reserves of patience and very sharp reflexes
when required. If, however, an energy
market that reflects the zero marginal cost
of high levels of renewables penetration
leads to wafer-thin arbitrage opportunities,
new incentives may need to be provided so
that battery owners can turn a profit for
providing essential services.
At AEMO, Falcon sees EVs and VPPs as
necessary energy sponges that can be
activated during minimum demand periods,
when PV systems are exporting like billy-o.
“That’s going to dramatically improve the
outlook for system security,” she says.
Home batteries generally discharge
stored solar during the evening peak and
morning, she says, but a coordinated fleet in
a VPP might achieve better value by being
on call to earn money when required and
top up if needed during overnight off-peak,
as well as on sunlight during the day.
“That could be a more efficient outcome
for both the system and consumers,” she
says. “It’s about being able to optimise their
use in a much smarter way.”
Let’s face it, consumers aren’t that
interested in electricity. For VPPs and EVs
to really flex their muscles the aggregators
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Tasmania’s ambitions rely on an upgrade in
interconnection with the mainland.

that command them will have to explain
their services to consumers and what it
means to their household budgets. For the
digital age of optimised delivery of energy to
take hold in consumers’ minds, they will
have to trust the provider who tells them
they can “set and forget”. The industry
watchdogs will have to be super vigilant, on
everyone’s behalf.
Falcon says AEMO is keeping a close eye
on hydrogen, to understand its role in the
energy balancing act. It looks expensive in
this market, but who’s to say costs won’t fall
– as they are predicted to. “The potential
long-term opportunities for hydrogen …
could allow for electrolysers to be operating
at times of high renewable generation –
essentially as a solar soak,” she says.

USE IT OR LOSE IT
For the past few years it’s felt as though a
new form of energy storage is invented
every day: underground compressed air, rail
cars loaded with rocks, a nest of cranes that
lifts and lowers concrete blocks, molten
sand, molten salt, various forms of
concentrated solar thermal and more.
It’s up to investors to pick the right tech
for the job, as long as they can do one of four
things: fast-start short duration to respond
quickly to supply and demand panics and
deliver FCAS; two-four-hour storage to shift
solar generation into the evening peak;
12-24-hour-plus storage to cover wind
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Investors in emerging storage technologies
had better be comfortable about risk.

droughts, and; very deep inter-seasonal
solutions, like hydro and hydrogen.
“We know we need a portfolio of different
storage durations and it’s going to be up to
the market and technology development to
determine what’s the best technology for
each of those different needs,” Falcon says.
“It’s a case of needing a number of things to
work in concert to ensure we get the best
outcomes for consumers.”
There is little question that renewables
coupled with storage and transmission can
take much of the carbon intensity out of the

electricity system – it’s beyond an
ideological tit for tat. “The uncertainty is,
what’s the pace of change going to be,” she
says. “Clearly, to some degree at least, policy
will have some role to play in how quickly
we see that transition occurring.”
ARENA chief executive Darren Miller
tells EcoGeneration the agency is assessing
storage technologies on what they can do in
the short term and long term. As lithium-ion
batteries become cheaper, for example, will
their role extend from balancing the system
to providing more medium-duration storage
December 2020 ecogeneration
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Pumped hydro is not an
easy investment choice.

of 6 to 8 hours and potentially more. “But we
are very reluctant to back only one horse for
something so important, so at ARENA we
are looking at other forms of long-duration
storage,” Millers says, listing solar-thermal,
which can provide 12-14 hours worth of
energy dispatch at night time, along with
compressed air and hydrogen.
“At ARENA we are very focused on
various technology options and we want to
move them all forward rather than just
attack one type of technology,” Miller says.
“The risk of getting it wrong is that we have
no options in 10 years’ time.”

CONSUMERS’ ROLE TO PLAY
Storage in the scale of hundreds of
megawatts can serve a variety of purposes,
says Professor Joe Dong, director of the
UNSW Digital Grid Futures Institute,
including providing ancillary services, grid
stability and firming generation from nearby
solar or wind farms. Smaller communityscale “grid batteries” will be well-placed at
11kV distribution feeders, to improve the
feeders’ capacity to host more PV and

Projects like this one can be expected
near renewable energy zones.
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EV owners may be savvy and charge during
off-peak or they might be oblivious to the grid’s
woes and charge during the evening peak.
distributed energy resources. Owners of
residential PV systems with storage will use
their batteries to store midday energy to use
in the evening peak.
“Distributed energy storage when
combined with demand side management
can be a really nice resource to help reduce
emissions and help households save
electricity costs, depending on how evolved
the control is,” Dong says.
For VPPs where assets are owned by a
retailer-aggregator, residents will enjoy some
bill savings but it’s likely most of the financial
benefits will be enjoyed by the ones who are
pulling the strings – the battery owner.
The slow entrance of electric vehicles
onto Australian roads adds another layer of
complexity to understanding how the grid

will cope with the energy transition.
Owners of EVs may be savvy and charge
their vehicles during cheap off-peak periods
or they might be oblivious to the grid’s woes
and charge them during the evening peak,
including super hot days when the network
is stressed out.
Looking further into the future, however,
Dong is anticipating the possibilities of
linking retired EV batteries into powerful
storage assets. They will be cheap to pick up,
he says, and still have plenty of useful
capacity – just not enough to power a car.
“The investment return is mostly through
the electric vehicle itself, so when the
battery cannot be used by the EV you send it
back for recycling. Before recycling, EV
batteries are still 70% or 80% good, so you
can use the remaining value.”
A menu of storage assets big and
small will be called on to fulfil different
roles, Dong says, with some providing
basic energy balancing support or
regulation support, others providing
emergency support. “They can work
together very nicely.”
There will be a boom in storage as there
was in solar, Dong says. In hindsight it will
be obvious and impressive. As it’s
happening, however, it will include
enormous risk, rapid successes and sudden
failures. Hold on tight.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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DEMAND RESPONSE

Towards a
two-sided

MARKET
THE ROLE FOR DEMAND RESPONSE IN TOMORROW’S GRID

The Energy Security Board has highlighted industrial load flexibility as an
important potential contributor to grid stability. Is it a target we can hit?
EcoGeneration asks a panel of experts to light the way forward.
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simple. “To the extent customers can shift their
demand to periods when power is cheapest …
and away from more expensive periods, there is
value to be made for all consumers through the
resulting cost savings in network buildout and
smoothing of peak demand and reducing
generating capacity to meet peak demand,” the
authors wrote.
But nothing is going to be quite so
straightforward as Australia’s energy system
is gradually reconfigured, so EcoGeneration
asked a panel of practitioners and researchers
in the demand response field for their take
on the situation.

Dima Zel

T

he Energy Security Board’s Post 2025
Market Design Consultation Paper set
out a wishlist for reform which was
received by the clean energy crowd
with a big thumbs up. So far so good.
In its section on two-sided markets, the board
set down some market design initiatives it feels
will allow consumers to participate in the
wholesale market and reward the value
provided by flexible demand and supply. Traders
will only participate in dispatch once barriers
are removed and incentives put in place, the
board wrote in the consultation paper.
The board makes the problem sound very
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Dima Zel
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Dani Alexander,
research principal,
Institute for
Sustainable Futures

Alex Leemon,
demand response lead,
Flow Power

Marija Petkovic,
managing director,
Energy Synapse

Claire Richards,
manager of industry
engagement and
regulatory affairs, Enel X
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What are the current barriers to load
flexibility and what are some effective
ways incentives can be offered so that
demand response is encouraged?
Claire Richards, Enel X: While more
opportunities are opening up to demand
response, there are still barriers. Some of
the regulatory barriers, such as retailers
controlling the relationship with the
customer, are gradually being addressed by
policymakers. This includes the
introduction of the wholesale demand
response mechanism in October 2021 and
more substantive reforms being explored by
the Energy Security Board to introduce a
two-sided market.
Dani Alexander, Institute for Sustainable
Futures: Our ARENA-funded study
Renewable Energy and Load Management for
Industry highlighted that “existing tariffs
generally do not provide an effective
incentive for sites to use or develop load
flexibility”. Some of the necessary incentives
could be offered in the current market –
such as distribution networks taking
advantage of the Demand Management
Incentive Scheme – and some will require
market reform.
Alex Leemon, Flow Power: As technology

and platforms mature, automation and ease
of load curtailment is becoming much
simpler. There are some really interesting
developing areas of market innovation, such
as inverse DR – increasing load in response
to negative prices, or “minimum demand”
– and improvements in the way distribution
networks procure DR to delay significant
upgrade costs. There are still challenges,
such as the complexity of registration and
administration, and barriers based on load
size that lead to most customers
participating via a third-party.
There is also a cultural challenge – the
mindset required to think of energy usage
as a flexible resource, as well as
organisational incentives for managers
being asked to reduce load but risk missing
production KPIs.
Marija Petkovic, Energy Synapse:
Demand response not being able to
participate directly in wholesale markets is
a big one. The wholesale demand response
mechanism coming into effect next year will
partially overcome this, but there is a need
to simplify participation requirements and
to include smaller energy users.
Overcoming misconceptions about
demand response is another important but

‘If large energy users exited and demand
was reduced, demand response would still
be needed to provide critical grid-balancing
services year-round.’
Claire Richards, Enel X
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often overlooked barrier. Demand response
is voluntary, rather than something that is
forced upon consumers. More work needs to
be done to educate consumers so they can
understand what demand response is and
how they can benefit from it.
How does the evolution of an efficient
two-sided market tie in with
incorporation of higher levels of
distributed energy resources in
the NEM?
Alexander, ISF: The increased uptake of
DER in partnership with advances in
energy monitoring and control is shifting
power back into the hands of customers.
The two work hand in hand. While the
demand-side resource was always there,
and arguably overlooked, it is now more
easily accessible to the market with
advanced inverters and metering installed
alongside solar and batteries. Customers
are also more engaged and energy literate,
demanding access to the market and fair
compensation for their contribution.
Leemon, Flow Power: To unlock the
greatest benefit from these assets we need a
significant market redesign. What we need
to see are market mechanisms that cannot
only accommodate and incentivise
participation of DERs, but the right types of
DERs in the right locations.
As an example, South Australia is rapidly
approaching minimum demand – the
concept that during the middle of a sunny
day the grid demand will be zero because all
the demand is being met by rooftop solar
panels. This is amazing but it has serious
consequences from a system security
perspective. One solution would be to
encourage customers to consume more
energy during these periods by increasing
demand, including charging batteries, or
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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‘The key challenge is not only incentivising the
participation of more types of DR but realising
that much of this latent potential will not be
accessible simultaneously.’
Alex Leemon, Flow Power

temporarily disconnecting solar panels. But
there’s no current way to incentivise
customers to do any of this efficiently.
Petkovic, Energy Synapse: An efficient
two-sided market is one of the most
effective ways we could manage the
growing uptake of distributed solar. Having
appropriate price signals and market access
will provide an incentive for storage and
load control to act as a “solar sponge”,
thereby helping to maintain system security,
reduce the quantity of solar that is curtailed
and allow for more solar to be installed.
Is the demand response market going to
be upset by the influx of massive
storage projects slowly making their
way into the grid?
Richards, Enel X: Demand response can,
and should, sit alongside investment in
battery storage. With variable renewable
energy resources making up a greater
proportion of the generation mix and
traditional coal-fired power plants retiring,
there’s a need for more capacity on the grid
– particularly dispatchable capacity.
Both demand response and batteries are
well-positioned to provide additional
capacity due to their fast-response
capabilities, as well as provide critical grid
support services.
Alexander, ISF: This is likely. For example,
Mueller and Moest (2018) have shown that
there is a direct competition between
energy storage and load shifting – in
particular pumped hydro plants. Largescale storage is far less efficient than
demand response – “the cheapest energy is
energy we don’t use” – so, from a systems
perspective, load flexibility should be
preferenced as much as possible.
Leemon, Flow Power: I don’t believe so. In
many regards the DR market in the NEM is
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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very immature. The market is deep enough
for DR and storage to coexist.
One of the most common areas of DR in
the NEM currently is the Reliability and
Emergency Reserve Trader. The mechanism
is not specific to DR but it is currently
dominated by DR portfolios. It is designed
to be an out-of-market mechanism, so assets
that typically operate in the market are
broadly limited from operating in the RERT.
Based on the current market designs the
most value can be achieved from registering
storage assets as market participants.
Petkovic, Energy Synapse: We see an
important role for both demand response
and utility-scale storage. As we transition
away from controllable fossil fuels to
variable renewable energy, the need for
flexible resources will grow significantly.
Consumers will benefit greatly from a
market where a portfolio of technologies are
competing to provide different forms of
flexibility and grid services.
How much latent capacity do you
suspect there is in the demand response
market in Australia?
Richards, Enel X: We estimate there is over
2.5GW of latent capacity that can be
activated to provide DR across a number of
commercial and industrial sectors. This
includes the capability in backup generators,
pumps, chillers and compressors.
Alexander, ISF: This is a great question, to
which we don’t have a conclusive answer.
While different groups are seeking to
answer this question, access to energy enduse data continues to be a problem. This is
particularly problematic for estimating
energy use for the commercial and
industrial sectors and for deployed capacity
of behind-the-meter battery storage.
Programs such as Australia’s National

Energy Analytics Research Program are
bringing together existing data sources, but
it is still a work in progress.
Leemon, Flow Power: This is a tough one.
AEMO estimates the price-responsive DR to
be in the range of 200-500MW. On the
other hand there’s already about 1GW of DR
load participating in the emergency RERT
mechanism. A 2014 ClimateWorks study
puts the estimate of latent industrial DR as
high as 3.8GW, which represents about 12%
of the peak load.
The key challenge is not only
incentivising the participation of more
types of DR but realising that much of this
latent potential will not be accessible
simultaneously – much like generation DR
has a “capacity factor”. Even if 3GW or
more of DR could be incentivised to
participate, only a portion will ever
respond simultaneously due to differing
production schedules, power demands and
regional variations.
Petkovic, Energy Synapse: We suspect
there are several gigawatts of existing assets
whose flexibility has been largely untapped
to date. We are completing a project on a
similar topic and will have more to say when
this work is published.
Will demand response still be an
important stabiliser of the grid if largescale energy users such as aluminium
smelters exited the economy?
Richards, Enel X: If large energy users
exited and demand was reduced, demand
response would still be needed to provide
critical grid-balancing services year-round.
The grid requires demand response services
to support the integration of renewables as
well as the retirement of coal-fired power
stations. Climatic events also threaten the
grid’s stability and can impact
December 2020 ecogeneration
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‘Load shedding by energy intensive
industries is only effective if their load is
contributing to the constraint. With no load,
the grid is in the same position as it would be
if they responded to an FCAS request.’
Dani Alexander, ISF

interconnector transmission lines between
states. Some electricity networks have
ageing infrastructure that can also be
supported with demand response. In short,
demand response is not only needed when
there isn’t enough supply to meet demand.
Alexander, ISF: Yes, for two reasons. First,
load shedding by energy intensive industries
is only effective if their load is contributing
to the constraint. With no load, the grid is in
the same position as it would be if they
responded to an FCAS request. Second,
network constraints are inherently
locational, and large-scale energy users
cannot always help. For example, during
heatwaves where air-conditioners are
running high as rooftop solar drops.
Residential and commercial demand
response is largely an untapped resource to
address this issue.
Leemon, Flow Power: Absolutely. The
aluminum smelters are the largest single
energy users in the country and represent
the most basic form of demand response.
However, we’ve already seen strong
examples of grid-stabilising demand
response through the RERT mechanism.
For example, when the RERT was activated
in January 2019 about 200-300MW
was provided.
Another consideration to the potential
“smexit” is that it would lead to reduced
grid demand, particularly base load, which
may accelerate the retirement timelines for
the older coal-fired power stations. These
stations currently provide a significant
amount of dispatchable capacity during
grid peaks, so a high level of coal closures
may lead to a requirement for even more
demand response.
Petkovic, Energy Synapse: Aluminium
smelters have been a significant provider of
demand response for a long time. If these
and other large energy users were to exit the
economy, that would create an even bigger
need for demand response from other
energy users.
As we transition to more renewable
energy, we are losing control of the supply
side of the equation. Transitioning to clean
energy will be much more difficult than it
needs to be if we don’t get better at
harnessing demand side resources.
How will five-minute settlement and the
introduction of the wholesale demand
response mechanism from October 2021
affect the market for demand response?
Richards, Enel X: Five-minute settlement is
an important reform that will deliver
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improved price signals to the market. One of
the benefits of more granular price signals is
more efficient investment in fast start,
flexible technologies such as demand
response, which can take advantage of the
five-minute spot price.
While five-minute settlement provides
the incentive, the wholesale demand
response mechanism provides the means for
demand response to participate. The
mechanism allows demand response
providers like us to sell wholesale demand
response into the spot market. It will open
up opportunities for investment in demand
response and help activate the significant
amount of latent demand response
capability in the NEM.
Leemon, Flow Power: These two rule
changes are arguably two of the most
significant rule changes to occur in a
decade. In practical terms the five-minute
settlement change is unlikely to have a
significant impact to most customers (who
pay fixed retail rates), but for customers who
pay the wholesale price the five-minute
change opens up opportunity to respond to
price spikes.
The WDRM will open up a new avenue
for customers to receive the benefit of doing
DR in response to spot prices. At its heart it
will not require customers to be spotexposed. Customers will bid into the
market, submitting a price to the market at
which they would be willing to do DR. If the
market price exceeds this threshold then
the customer will be expected to perform
DR and will receive a payment.
Sophisticated customers could bid into
multiple price bands.
Petkovic, Energy Synapse: In terms of
five-minute settlement there will be
winners and losers. Fast-responding assets
such as batteries will benefit greatly. In
contrast, other types of energy users may
find it more difficult to respond within a
shorter time frame.
Everyone benefits when demand is
shifted to cheaper times of the day, but
are load flexors fairly compensated?
Alexander, ISF: Fair compensation, or fair
market value, is not always straightforward.
Some customers are choosing retailers that
show them the wholesale prices in real time,
such as Flow Power for commercial and
industrial customers and Amber Electric for
residential customers. Many large industrial
customers negotiate demand response
contracts individually and can realise very
large revenues very quickly, particularly
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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when offering FCAS. The real issue is how
to open up those opportunities to more
customers so that everyone can benefit from
the potential immediate revenue and overall
reduced cost of electricity if load can be
flexed to follow supply.
Leemon, Flow Power: When the NEM
was designed over 20 years ago the
intention was that the floating 30-minute
spot price would serve as a signal not just
to the generators but also to the load side
to manage demand and receive benefit
from the savings. What has evolved is a
model where retailers, who pay this
floating spot price, offer customers fixedprice contracts with price incentive almost
completely removed.
For those customers that are exposed to
this price signal and performing demand
management (or demand response in the
case of extremely high pricing) they’re
reducing their electricity costs or earning
revenue, but they’re also benefiting much of
the grid. In many ways the current market
design doesn’t adequately reward those
customers with flexible load.
Petkovic, Energy Synapse: One of the most
positive aspects of demand response is that
all consumers benefit from it, not just those
that provide the demand response
themselves. We don’t see this as problem.
What is a concern is ensuring that energy
users are fairly compensated by the retailers
and aggregators they contract with. Not
having adequate markets means that most
demand response is currently implemented
via bilateral agreements. This results in a
very opaque system. Retailers and
aggregators generally have a much stronger
understanding of energy markets than the
energy users they contract with. This
asymmetry of information can put energy
users in a vulnerable position.
What are the prospects for demand
response at household level? What
changes would open up the residential
market to demand response?

Alexander, ISF: The residential sector
accounts for just over 10% of Australia’s
energy consumption every year, which his
larger than the commercial and agricultural
sectors combined. The challenge lies in the
aggregation of that resource.
While many retailers already offer some
demand response products, uptake has
been low. The introduction of the
wholesale demand response mechanism in
2021 should encourage new businesses to
enter the market.
Leemon, Flow Power: Although
commercial and industrial loads drive the
lion’s share of electricity demand the
patterns of peaks and troughs are largely
driven by residential demand. Solutions
aren’t cheap, however. Even the available
smart home devices which could be easily
programmed to do DR are often beyond the
reach of many households. Another area of
reform could be significant improvements to
the network tariffs that make up 30-50% of
electricity bills.
Petkovic, Energy Synapse: There is huge
potential for households to provide demand
response – not just via batteries but from a
range of controllable loads such as hot
water, air-conditioning, pool pumps and
more. Households are a key driver of peak
demand and hence utilising these resources
in a smarter way could have big benefits for
the grid.
The residential sector also has an
advantage in that it is relatively
homogenous, compared with C&I. This
simplifies the technology requirements and
it is not surprising that we are seeing so
many start-ups in this sector.
In order to tap into this vast potential, the
wholesale market needs to be opened up
smaller energy users, who have
unfortunately been excluded from the
wholesale demand response mechanism.
Network services also need to be opened up.
Of course, lack of consumer awareness is
another issue and ongoing education will be
key to solving this.

‘One of the most positive aspects of demand
response is that all consumers benefit from it,
not just those that provide the demand
response themselves.’
Marija Petkovic, Energy Synapse
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WASTE TO ENERGY

Why bin it? Waste’s role in
tomorrow’s energy mix
The potential in waste as a source of clean energy appeals to more
criteria than simply one of plain economics, writes Shaun Scallan.

T

he concept of waste is manmade – it
doesn’t exist in nature. Explain that to
consumers, however, who send more
than 20 million tonnes of waste a year to
Australian landfills. The key waste stream is
municipal solid waste, the stuff we pack into
our red bins and that is turned out by the
commercial and industrial sectors. Don’t
think of it as rubbish, however, because
municipal solid waste has a good amount of
energy that can be recovered and turned
into heat, electricity or into secondgeneration, combustible fuels such as
methanol, methane, synthetic fuels, ethanol
and even hydrogen.
Waste to energy (WtE) or its synonym
energy from waste (EfW) is not new. In fact,
it was worth over $35 billion globally in 2019.
It has been estimated that WtE could
provide up to 2% of Australia’s electricity
needs. While that doesn’t seem like much,
the key here is that these plants can be
dispatchable and are also located close to
load. This scenario has the advantage of
providing local baseload during peak usage
times. One also can imagine battery storage
playing a role in providing additional peak
load capacity in tandem with these plants.
Some reports refer to these WtE projects
as generating renewable energy, and this is
only partly true.
Converting biogenic resources,
previously destined for landfill, to heat or
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electricity can be defined as renewable
energy. Biogenic resources are materials
that come from living things — that is,
paper, cardboard, wood, cloth and food
from both animals and plants.
Let’s call the balance of landfill-destined
resources that are non-renewable – such as
plastics – non-biogenic resources. We will
come back to these shortly.

ARE WASTE-TO-ENERGY FACILITIES
GOOD INVESTMENTS?
Waste to energy solves two problems: what
to do with our waste and how to provide
dispatchable and partly renewable energy.
There has been a rapid growth in WtE
projects under development both globally
and now in Australia, and they are not small.
In Kwinana, Western Australia, a $700
million plant under construction will process
400,000 tonnes of waste a year and generate
36MW. A quick tally of ongoing projects
around the country shows they will process
over 1.6 million tonnes of waste a year and
generate around 130MW of electricity, a
useful amount – but we must look at the cost
benefit to understand its value.
On a cost-per-Watt basis, the Kwinana
project will come in at about $20/Watt
installed. The solar benchmark is 20 times
cheaper at around a $1/Watt.
Still, there are other benefits that build a
bridge to the WtE business case. The site

reduces the amount of landfill required; in
this case, about 25% of Perth’s postrecycling rubbish will be diverted from
landfill. At a current landfill levy of $70 per
tonne, the project will provide a benefit of
$28 million a year in avoided landfill costs
over its planned 25-year life.
Electricity sales would be additional and
depending on how the offtake is structured
it may add a supplemental income stream.
There also is potential upside from new
energy services that will evolve, such as
demand response and ancillary services,
either directly or complemented with
energy storage.

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY IS KEY
The key to the longevity and viability of
WtE facilities is the availability of resources
of suitable quality and volume at a price that
supports the business model. Electricity
offtake agreements round out the key
elements that make these projects work.
Let’s consider the energy content of
biogenic and non-biogenic resources;
plastics have a high energy content relative
to biogenic waste sources but the vast
majority of plastics are made from fossil
fuels, so the energy produced is fossil fuelderived energy.
If the objective is to produce energy, then
high-energy feedstocks are a really good
idea. The problem is that using energy for
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Let’s look at the fuel resource and its longterm security for WtE projects: our waste
production increases with population
growth, which is a “good” sign. This means
there is more available waste. The makeup
of the waste is likely to change over time
due to pressures to increase the amount of
waste that is recycled, as this is a better use
of the resource.
Plastics can contain seven times the
energy of biogenic waste, which comes from
living things. This means the more plastics
you remove from the waste stream, the less
energy is available to generate electricity –
leading to a quick drop off.
I contend that the ongoing march to
reduce plastic waste streams means their
role in WtE has a limited life. But there is an
alternative to ensure WtE plays its part in
the future global energy mix.
As we attack food waste across Australia
in the name of the circular economy, this
will potentially remove WtE feedstock as
well. The technologies around engineered
wood – that take lower value wood streams
– is likely to mean less WtE feedstock

MOST
PREFERABLE

AVOIDANCE
REUSE
RECYCLING
RECOVERY OF ENERGY
TREATMENT
CONTAINMENT

LEAST PREFERABLE

waste is not its highest usage as defined by
the waste hierarchy (see chart, above).
Clearly, avoidance, reuse and recycling
are all preferable to energy from waste. On
the waste hierarchy the highest use of the
resource is the desired outcome. More
recently, thought leaders believe we must
refine how we think about the resources we
squander as waste.

THINKING IN TERMS OF
RESOURCES, NOT WASTE
There is no concept of waste in nature because
everything is a nutrient for another process.
This principle underpins the concept of a
circular economy, a key driver of reductions in
the waste streams that power WtE projects.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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DISPOSAL

from the C&I waste stream in particular.
It appears that our march to
sustainability undermines the viability of
municipal WtE projects at a macro level
and in the medium term.
If the circular economy is going to cut
into WtE projects in the medium term, what
are we left with? We will need a more
suitable feedstock volume, but we firstly
need to look at another pathway to a
sustainable energy future.

BETTER VALUE FROM BIOMASS
Is the right path for biogenic waste the
current thermal treatment paths used in
municipal WtE projects, globally and soon
in Australia? Or is it liquid/gaseous fuels as

a second emerging path? The complete
oxidation of waste in the majority of WtE
plants globally robs us of other value
streams from biomass. Biomass is abundant
and wasted in huge quantities.
One third of all food globally is wasted,
according to the Food and Agriculture
Organization. This also ignores the vast
amounts of agricultural residues available.
These residues can replace the reduction
in resources due to circular economyrelated initiatives.
What if there were a clear third way? Is
there a way to solve the waste and energy
problem and at the same time repair
environmental damage to our ecosystems
among other benefits?
One such pathway recognises the need to
provide a way of restoring our soil and
ecosystem health. That process is called
pyrolysis and the product is biochar, which
is charcoal from biomass.
Biochar is a carbon-rich product that has
a huge number of applications: a soilrestoring additive that improves the health
and productivity of the soil; an animal feed
supplement that reduces methane emissions
and improves health, and; a sequestration
resource the locks up heavy metals and
other pollutants.
Biochar, when used in soils, also captures
and stores carbon for potentially thousands
of years. Biochar does this very cost
effectively and simply – more simply, I
would argue, than liquefying CO2 and
“landfilling” it at huge complexity and cost.
The pyrolysis process produces heat that
can be converted to electricity, as in the
current WtE projects. This electricity is also
renewable and dispatchable bioenergy.
The role that WtE can play in the energy
grid may help balance variable renewable
energy and could have a significant input in
the energy mix of the future.
We also have opportunity to take the
resources we can get from different
pathways to propel waste-to-energy to a
new level of economic, environmental and
social benefits.

Shaun Scallan
is head of
products at
Capricorn
Power.
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Solar remote control
a sign of maturity
Solar is so popular and powerful that owners will have to accept some give-and-take,
says SwitchDin CEO Andrew Mears, as South Australia moves to manage grid stability
with its Smarter Homes Program.

‘The best way to maximise the benefits of solar
energy production while minimising the risks to
grid stability is by explicitly coordinating rooftop
solar to make it part of the workings of the grid.’

The high penetration of solar in South
Australia and Western Australia has led
to PV owners losing some control of their
systems. What are the positives and
negatives for PV system owners?
The overarching story here is a good one.
It’s great that solar is affordable and
accessible to so many Australians but this is
causing real strain for network operators,
whose mandate is to ensure the stability and
reliability of the grid.
There’s a bit of a false dichotomy in this
discussion. The dominant discourse has
been that networks must choose to either: a)
spend a lot of money to upgrade the poles

best way to achieve this win-win scenario is
by explicitly coordinating rooftop solar to
make it part of the workings of the grid.
SwitchDin is working with network
operators around the country to find a
“middle way” that works best for everyone
who is connected to the grid – whether they
have solar or not.
One danger is that the story could be
sidelined by simplistic media coverage. The
scaremongering about how “the government
is going to switch off your solar” might deter
people away from having solar installed. On
the other side, it could feed into the dialogue
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and wires, or; b) limit the amount of solar a
customer can install or impose a “speed
limit” so that the solar can’t export to the
grid at its full potential – thereby losing
valuable feed-in income. In many states,
these constraints have been applied. Neither
of these options are desirable as they limit
customer choice and lead to inefficiency in
the system. In all cases this ultimately leads
to higher than necessary electricity prices.
The new changes coming in from South
Australia and Western Australia are
examples of the network operators and state
governments looking for new ways to solve
this problem. It is not so much about rooftop
solar system owners “losing control” as it is
about the system striving to maximise the
benefits of solar energy production while
minimising the risks to grid stability. The

that renewables are inherently unfit to play
a large role in the electricity system, which
is patently untrue. Neither of these are
outcomes the industry wants.
What are the positives and negatives for
everyone else?
The biggest impact of the South Australian
Smarter Homes initiative will be felt by
hardware manufacturers. Only a small
number of inverter manufacturers have
equipment that could easily comply when
the new remote-control requirements were
announced, and the hard deadline to start
on September 28 meant many inverter
manufacturers had little time to respond.
Manufacturers were concerned they were
potentially being locked out from the South
Australian market with inverters that they

could not sell. This also placed pressure on
installers who had specified inverters for
installations to be carried out and had to go
back to the drawing board to find a
replacement if they had to comply with the
installation deadline.
The requirements of the Smarter Homes
initiative actually present an unequivocal
opportunity for SwitchDin – for us, it’s a
positive. We have envisioned an energy
system where rooftop solar works in smooth
conjunction with the traditional grid.
SwitchDin was made for this, and we are
already delivering similar solutions for our
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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or a long time PV system owners have
been taught to think of the value their
investments deliver “behind the
meter”, where self-consumption and
revenue from exported solar can lead to
deep savings on electricity bills.
That may be a great way to explain solar
to prospective customers but it overlooks
what’s happening on the other side of their
picket fences. As more rooftops are topped
with rows of deep-blue panels, demand on
the grid around midday is falling to levels
that make network operators anxious.
South Australia’s government and AEMO
have made a move by demanding inverters
on new and upgraded systems can be
switched off when the grid is in stress. In
Western Australia, Horizon Power has
announced a new tariff structure that
discourages solar exports in favour of
self-consumption.
EcoGeneration asked SwitchDin CEO
Andrew Mears, a long-time proponent of
introducing smarts to optimise connected
distributed energy resources, about the
outlook for residential PV now that the
balance is shifting.

SOLAR

clients elsewhere in Australia, including for
Horizon Power and Energy Queensland. We
can deliver them here virtually out-of-thebox, via either direct integration with
inverters, cloud API integrations or –
looking forward – with the international
smart grid standard IEEE 2030.5.

Image supplied

Do you have any comment on the timing
of the program in South Australia? Have
you been expecting something like this
for some time?
It would have only been a question of time,
especially with renewables potentially
supplying about 90% of the state’s grid
electricity in the near future. The Smarter
Homes initiative has undoubtedly been in
progress for a while behind the scenes, but
this really hit hard in an already tough year
with covid-19 impacting businesses.
What we’re seeing in South Australia
with the remote disconnect/reconnect
requirement is that it actually only requires
a small investment to find the solution. We
believe the disconnection of rooftop solar
plants can facilitate an increase in aggregate
demand and so can the coordinated control
of distributed energy loads. This is a far
more viable and potentially palatable option
to respond to grid incidents instead of using
an “inverter off switch”. Software also
demonstrates a better capability to future
proof technology over hard-wired or
hardware solutions.
There are different approaches to
managing solar exports and we don’t believe
in being too prescriptive about how the
rules should be implemented. We’ve already
seen the potential for dynamic export
connection agreements for DER and we
have been involved in several projects that
explore the application and business case.
What’s your view on how this will scale
out across the country and your forecast
for uptake of batteries and demand for
residential PV?
The lessons we’ve learnt from South
Australia and Western Australia have
shown other governments we need to find a
strategic approach towards managing the
growth of DER. This has to be addressed in
close partnership with manufacturers,
networks, regulators and installers for
inverters and home batteries.
Home battery schemes in Victoria, the
ACT, NSW and the Northern Territory are
helpful in encouraging the adoption of
energy storage by offering a financial
incentive. However, we can do more by
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Owners of PV systems may be missing
out on some value, says Andrew Mears.

offering a greater incentive, for example,
through energy trading or open virtual
power plants so households can realise the
full potential for their investment in home
batteries. I believe 2021 will be another
year where we will continue to see the
growth in residential rooftop solar, and
hopefully this will drive further demand
for energy storage.
How can owners get the best value out of
their PV under tighter export controls
and falling feed-in tariffs?
It is a big job for solar installers to sell a
system to homeowners and it is even more
complicated to educate homeowners on how
they can manage and control their DERs.
For a long time we’ve become so focused on
hardware that we’ve undervalued or
forgotten there is an opportunity to educate
and sell households into investing in smart
software that will future proof their outlay
for rooftop solar and home batteries.
Many homeowners are caught up in the
upfront cost but if we were to bring them
into the broader awareness piece on the
returns they can achieve from exporting
energy at the right time to the grid,
charging their home batteries when the
tariff is right and optimising their usage
patterns to fit with the appropriate tariff
structure, there is immense value beyond a
hardware investment.
What are your plans in the commercial
and industrial solar market? What are
some energy solutions business owners
may not be aware of?
We’re having more and more conversations

SwitchDin’s Droplet is the go-between
that can link distributed energy resources.

with C&I customers and prospects around
the use of SwitchDin’s technology. Where
we’ve seen the most potential for C&I is
from the retail, energy and local
government sectors.
For example, one of our customers is
Centennial Coal, who have rolled out
SwitchDin’s monitoring technology for one
of their mine sites in Airly, NSW, which has
a solar farm. The project helps to manage
their energy costs and to optimise the use of
solar for their energy requirements. In the
retail sector, a client with a large mall has
used rooftop solar and SwitchDin’s
technology to reduce their reliance on
electricity from the grid.
Many businesses think about monitoring
as the sole purpose for a software platform
like SwitchDin. However, smarter
businesses are using SwitchDin to monitor
their consumption and leverage this to find
ways to optimise their solar production or to
develop PPAs with their energy retailer for
their peak energy requirements.
December 2020 ecogeneration
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VIRTUAL POWER PLANTS

AGL expands Adelaide
VPP to east coast states
The retailer is moving beyond a slow-and-steady success of its VPP in Adelaide
in the hopes of satisfying AEMO’s request for “shallow storage” capacity.

A

s Australia prepares for the
staggered shutdown of its coal fleet,
enormous expectations are held out
for the stabilising effect of storage. It’s an
huge task. In its 2020 Integrated System
Plan, the Australian Energy Market
Operator says between 6 and 9GW of
“dispatchable resources” will do the trick.
One of the three categories AEMO has
focused on is “shallow storage”, which
includes residential batteries connected via
virtual power plants and two-hour largescale batteries. “The category of storage is
more for capacity, ramping and frequency
control ancillary services than it is for
energy value,” the AEMO report says.
Energy generator and retailer AGL was
one of the first movers in this space in 2016
when it started to install batteries for
customers in Adelaide, South Australia, who
agreed to allow it access to their stored solar
energy in return for payments.
It took a while for AGL to hit its target of
1,000 participants in its VPP, a reflection of
the difficulty in explaining to its customers
the value of taking a part in providing grid
stability to everyone else in the state. But as
the energy transition is better understood,
AGL has announced it is ready to expand its
VPP with the launch of solar battery sales
and installations for residential customers
in Queensland, NSW and Victoria.
“Last year [the VPP] was expanded to
include customers from other states with a
solar battery, but this is the first time we
have sold and installed batteries at scale
outside South Australia,” said AGL general
manager decentralised energy resources
Dominique Van Den Berg.
Customers in Queensland, NSW and
Victoria and will be able to buy Tesla or LG
Chem batteries with SolarEdge hardware at
discounted prices, Van Den Berg said, with
two payment options: buy a battery outright
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or spread the purchase over five years and
pay from $177 a month.
“By joining AGL’s VPP program,
customers receive payments for allowing
AGL access to their batteries at key times
during the year to help improve grid
reliability, making the decision to invest in
batteries more attractive,” she said.
Expanding the VPP will help AGL achieve
its target of having 350MW of distributed
and demand response assets under
orchestration by 2024.
“AGL is investing not only in small-scale
batteries like those in the VPP but also gridscale batteries to provide the firming
capacity that the market needs for the
transition from coal to renewables and the
decarbonisation of the economy,” she said.

NOT ALONE
Other providers are gearing up to satisfy the
requirement for storage in the NEM. Tesla
also expanded its VPP in South Australia
recently with news that solar and battery
storage systems will be installed on 3,000
social housing residences in the state,

additional to the 1,000 units already
connected to it. Housing SA tenants who
sign up for a special low electricity tariff
will have 5kW in rooftop solar and a
13.5kWh Tesla Powerwall system installed
at their home at no cost to them.
The program is supported by a
$30 million investment by the Clean Energy
Finance Corporation, an $8.2 million grant
from ARENA, $10 million from the South
Australian Government’s Grid Scale Storage
Fund and an $18 million equity contribution
from the VPP operator, Tesla.
With the additional 3,000 homes, the
extended SA VPP will be able to generate an
estimated 20MW in solar energy, with
54MWh of combined battery storage.
AEMO has forecast that rooftop solar
could provide 22% of Australia’s total
energy by 2040, representing as much as
50GW. At the same time, embedded battery
storage capacity, including VPPs, will make
up as much as 30GW of energy, paving the
way for VPPs to significantly contribute to
Australia’s future lower cost, low emissions
energy system.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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NEWS | SOLAR INSTALLER

Q CELLS launches
‘made for Australia’
module

The new module comes with a 15-year warranty.

When you are an international solar manufacturer, how do
you show your commitment to a specific market? You do it
by launching a module that’s made especially for that
country’s conditions, which is what Q Cells has managed
with its Q.MAXX-G2. The panel, backed by a 15-year product
warranty, is the second generation of the market entry level
Q.MAXX range.
Made to suit tough Australian conditions and offering
a powerclass range between 350-360Wp, the Q.MAXX-G2
is part of the panel-maker’s 10-year plus commitment to
the Australian market, Q Cells Australia head of business
Peter Bae.
“The Q.MAXX-G2 has been developed using selected
materials enabling us to extend the warranty to 15 years,
tailored for Australian conditions,” Bae says. “This means
consumers are not only getting access to Q Cells’ globally
recognised manufacturing and engineering quality but
additional piece of mind from an extended product warranty,
created specifically for Australia.”
The manufacturer likes to put its products in harm’s way.
Since 2010, its modules have performed at or among the top
group of PV modules in the Desert Knowledge Solar Centre
in Alice Springs. It also submits its technology to cyclone
testing at James Cook University’s Cyclone Testing Centre in
Townsville, Queensland, where modules are tested at fourtimes the pressure of IEC standards for three cycles instead
of one for IEC standards.

Soltec launches SF8 as largest single-row tracker
Single-axis solar tracking specialist Soltec
has launched its SF8 tracker, which
features a new minimum 2x60
configuration and four to six strings.
The SF8 is specially designed for larger
72- and 78-cell modules, which is sees as
an increasing market trend.
The SF8 has 5.16% fewer parts per
module than the previous generation of
Soltec trackers, thus increasing cost and
installation efficiency. Each SF8 tracker is

equipped with at least four strings,
allowing for easier and quicker installation.
“As tracker manufacturers our designs
adapt to market trends with the aim of
providing clients with the best performing
trackers,” says Soltec CEO Raúl Morales.
A reinforced torque tube with a new
geometry together with an autonomous
self-stow system contribute to increased
tracker resistance to adverse weather
conditions, the company claims. The SF8 is

also 22% more rigid than the SF7.
The SF8 has a full-wireless system
allowing complete plant and inter-tracker
connection. The Open Thread system
developed by Google contributes to
improved plant protection and to
preventing damages by accurately
anticipating weather conditions.
The bifacial configuration of the SF8 can
produce up to 8.6% more generation than
other trackers, the company claims.

Tracking is becoming a standard
feature in utility-scale solar projects.
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As panels get bigger it makes sense
that racking will have to keep pace.

Clenergy taps
installer forum to
deliver Cutter Rail
Members of the Solar Cutters Facebook page can take credit
for a new piece of racking kit that’s hit the market.

F

acebook isn’t just about sharing
hilarious cat videos or photos of that
awesome meatball and mozzarella
sandwich you had for lunch, it’s also a cool
way to link up with people who do the
same stuff you do (so long as it’s legal and
in good taste).
There are a few Facebook pages for solar
installers that carry searingly honest
opinions of standards and best practice in
the industry, including Crap Solar, Solar
Q&A Aus/NZ and Australian Women in
Solar. One page that seems to have sprung to
life as a hot social spot for the nation’s
rooftop workers is Solar Cutters, with its
posts of crews celebrating another 6.6kW
install well after dark alongside promotion
of branded stubbie-holders and fluro polo
shirts. The world can now see that solar
installers know how to have fun.
Social networks are mines of ideas, of
course, and racking manufacturer Clenergy
saw the Solar Cutters page as a window into
installers’ heads, where it could put an ear
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out for bright ideas. “You can help them
with technical inquiries and at the same
time we were getting a lot of valuable
feedback about ways we could improve and
in general how the market is going
regarding new products,” says Clenergy
national channel manager Sean Guzzi. “One
thing in particular that came up is that
panel sizes are increasing.”
Picking up on the theme of panel sizes,
Guzzi ran a poll on the Solar Cutters page
asking what a preferred length for racking
should be. The consensus came back as
4.4 metres, adding another 200mm to the
standard version. And so Clenergy’s “Cutter
Rail” line of racking was born.

TRAINING ON THE AGENDA
Solar Cutters director and co-founder
Jack Long sees the Facebook page as
“obviously a clear path to training”, and
some of the profits from sales of the new
racking will be funneled back to Solar
Cutters to fund training and networking

events (although Solar Cutters is not a
registered training organization).
Subjects for training will be voted for on
the Facebook page, with a course put
together on whatever the Solar Cutters
members feel like learning about – with
the bonus of earning professional
development points.
“The idea was to put together an installer
training roadshow in each capital city,”
Long says, but that was before covid-19.
“It’s been postponed hopefully until next
year.” Long hopes training based on peervoted content will be “not so much like a
sales pitch”.
What sort of training does Long think
Australian installers need?
“A lot of installers need refresher training
on inverters; specific technical training on
facets such as grid voltage settings and
export limiting. It will be more agile,
smaller training segments that really hone
in on what’s important at the moment,” says
Long, who works at RACV Solar. “Keeping
to the theme of the [Solar Cutters] events we
only want to work with a select number of
manufacturers and product suppliers.”

COMMON GRIPES
If the online crew that sounds off on Solar
Cutters is fuming about anything it’s long
hold times to manufacturers when they’re
trying to sort out a problem on site. “That’s a
common gripe,” Long says, along with
inverter settings, inverter updates, remote
access to inverters and how covid-19
disrupted work for installers in Victoria.
Anyone who claims to take the pulse of
solar installers will have some good advice
on how to satisfy potential customers.
Long’s tips are to always do a thorough site
inspection, steer away from high-pressure
sales tactics and make sure the pricing is
right. “It just comes down to research.”
The Solar Cutters moniker is based on the
“Homer the Great” episode of The Simpsons,
where the globular yellow patriarch
manages to crash a secret society called the
Stonecutters. The Solar Cutters logo is
adapted from the Stonecutters emblem in
the episode, which was adapted from a
birthmark on Homer’s backside. In the Solar
Cutters case, the hammers in the
Stonecutters emblem are replaced with
silhouettes of MC4 male and female plugs.
“I don’t think many people have picked up
on that,” Long says. “A lot of the installers
are a lot older than me and they’ve been
around since the ’90s. I only really watch
the earlier Simpsons seasons.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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The case for batteries
Owners of solar systems are slowly turning to batteries, but are they good value? FIMER country
manager Jason Venning and Soltaro CEO Tynan Coles explain how they see storage stacking up.

How can installers explain the value in
batteries to residential customers?
Jason Venning, FIMER: The value of
batteries depends on what homeowners
want to achieve. Just looking at the price of
an energy storage solution may put off some
households as pricing is still relatively high
across the board and remains a significant
investment for most families.
Having a battery system installed
becomes a lot more valuable if they want to
reduce their electricity costs, reduce their
environmental footprint and become more
self-sufficient, have visibility and control
over their energy consumption and have
peace of mind knowing that they can have
some power in a blackout.
How can residential PV system owners
get the best value out of a battery?
Tynan Coles, Soltaro: To get best value
from a battery we recommend customers
use their battery as much as possible and
take advantage of integral features such as
blackout protection. Consumer education is
a must alongside utilising timed start
features on appliances such as washing

machines, dryers and air-conditioning to
maximise cycles per day of their battery.
Venning, FIMER: Choose a system that suits
your needs. Some systems are only one size,
which may be too large for your needs and
you may be outlaying significant dollars for a
system you won’t fully utilise. Other systems
are modular, where you can install one, two
or three 4kWh modules depending on your
energy or budget requirements.
An energy system with real-time
consumption monitoring will allow you to
track what your system is generating,
storing, exporting and using, allowing you
to shift loads to when you can use selfproduced energy. Also, systems with built-in
load management can switch loads in and
out automatically depending on what your
energy requirements are.
What are some good ways to use a
battery to ensure it has a long life?
Venning, FIMER: The first is to ensure the
battery is installed in a suitable location –
choose an area where the temperature is as
low and constant as possible and not in
direct sunlight. Secondly, the fewer cycles a

battery makes per day, the longer it should
last. I have my battery cycling once a day.
Tynan Coles, Soltaro: If the user has to
find good ways to maintain the health of
their battery, chances are they’ve been sold
the wrong system. The key is using the
battery as much as possible. It is natural
that some degradation of capacity will occur
over its lifetime and it’s important that
consumers are given the facts. At Soltaro we
have integrated the BMS with the inverter
which ensures the battery life is being
optimised regardless of how the customer
wants to use their stored energy.

Tynan Coles
Soltaro

Jason Venning
FIMER

1300 273 111

End of Conduit Glands
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STC compliance
a responsibility,
not a choice

A crackdown on installers cutting corners when claiming STCs serves as a reminder of their
responsibilities, writes Clean Energy Council risk and governance coordinator Leanne Nichols.

T

he Clean Energy Council was recently
provided with evidence of accredited
installers signing false declarations on
the paperwork required in order to claim
Small-scale Technology Certificates (STCs).
By falsely declaring that they either
physically installed systems or were
physically on site to supervise the
installation of systems when travelling
overseas, 33 installers have had their CEC
accreditation cancelled this year, with
further investigations ongoing. These
installers may also be subject to action by
the Clean Energy Regulator and the
registered agents who created the STCs.
As a result of these developments, now
is a good time to remind installers and
designers of their obligations when
claiming STCs.

and the CEC guidelines as well as
confirming the modules and inverters
installed were approved by the CEC at the
time of installation.
Providing false or misleading information
on the paperwork required for STC creation
contravenes the Renewable Energy
(Electricity) Act 2000 and can result in
prosecution for fraud.
Let’s be clear, individuals and companies
are responsible for their conduct and
blaming administrative or clerical errors
may not protect installers, designers or
registered agents from the consequences of
their actions.
Where an installer is subcontracted by a
retailer and is asked to sign off as the
designer of the system on the STC
paperwork, the installer is declaring that
the design of the system also complies. In

these circumstances it is important that the
installer is given the opportunity to either
redesign the system or not take on the job if
the system design is not compliant.
The CEC understands that this can be a
difficult situation for installers and recently
engaged a leading law firm to prepare a
template solar subcontractor agreement to
provide installers with some protection
against under-quoting and necessary on-site
changes to installations.

ON SITE MEANS ON SITE
In order to comply with section 6.1 of the
CEC Install and Supervise Guidelines,
installers must either physically
undertake the installation or supervise
the installation by physically attending
the site at least three times during
installation, including at commencement,

MORE THAN JUST PAPERWORK
By signing the STC paperwork – being the
STC assignment form, written statements
and electrical safety certificate – installers
and designers are declaring that the
installation complies with all relevant
Australian Standards, state and territory
regulations, grid-connection requirements
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Blaming administrative or clerical errors may not
protect installers, designers or registered agents
from the consequences of their actions.
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commencement of the installations for the
purposes of STC creation.
To protect against fraudulent use of
CEC accreditation, installers should never
advertise or display their accreditation
number and should notify the CER and
the CEC immediately after becoming
aware of suspicious activity relating to
their accreditation.
Before signing the system owner’s
declaration on the STC assignment form,
system owners should ask to see an installer’s
digital identification for verification.

DODGY WORK WILL BE FOUND OUT

mid-installation and for testing and
commissioning. Reviewing photographs
or videos from another location is not
regarded as attending the site.
Section 6.2 of the CEC Install and
Supervise Guidelines limits the number of
new installations an installer can sign off
on to two per day. Under certain
circumstances a formal exemption may be
sought from the CEC prior to the

Under the Small-scale Renewable Energy
Scheme (SRES) the CER undertakes random
inspections of systems for which STCs have
been claimed to ensure that the installation
requirements have been met.
Following an inspection a draft report is
prepared and sent to the installer, who is
given 14 days to respond. Installers are
encouraged to use this time to respond to
the report and their comments are taken
into consideration when the CEC receives
and assesses it.
If an installer returns to site during this
period to rectify, it is highly recommended
that photographic evidence be taken
which can then be provided to the CEC as
proof of rectification once the final report
is prepared.
The final inspection report is then
provided to the system owner, the registered
agent, system designer and installer, the
CEC and state or territory electrical and
building regulators.
Reports of non-compliant installations

Leanne Nichols
is a risk and
governance
coordinator at
the Clean
Energy Council.

received by the CEC are allocated demerit
points and installers may be required to
return to site to rectify and/or undertake
additional training through online
assessments. As the installer has signed a
declaration on the STC paperwork
confirming the system was compliant at the
time of installation, demerit points are
allocated regardless of whether rectification
is subsequently completed.
Installers are required to undertake
substantial additional training and are
required to complete 100 CPD points per
year to maintain their accreditation and to
ensure they remain up to date with the
numerous changes to Australian Standards
and CEC Guidelines, so it is important to
respect, protect and value accreditation.
The CEC technical team is available to
answer any questions installers may have in
relation to Australian Standards and the
CEC guidelines. Each member of the team
holds accreditation and has an intimate
understanding of the complexities and
difficulties installers face.
Questions on STC eligibility can be
directed to the CER. Information can also
be found on the CEC and CER websites.

Xxxxx xxxxx
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Solar career guidance
beamed by satellite
GSES’S CHRIS MARTELL

Global Sustainable Energy Solutions director of operations and engineering Chris Martell
swapped techie defence work in the US for a clean start in Australia’s booming PV industry.

Chris, thanks for joining us today at
EcoGeneration Towers. First of all, can
you tell us how did you get into solar?
When I got out of uni I got a job at
Raytheon, a defence contractor based in the
US, on a long-range radar project that used
gallium arsenide radiated elements—
I beg your pardon?
They call it digital receiver exciter elements;
it sends out the electromagnetic radiation
and whatever it bounces off it receives.
That’s the heart and soul of a radar.
Ah, OK, trying to follow … and then?
I had no idea why gallium arsenide was
important, so I started doing my own
research. That led me down the path of
extra-terrestrial solar cells, where gallium
arsenide is used for satellite-based solar
cells. I got really interested in solar cells.
[To cut a long story short, Martell took on a
masters in photovoltaics at the University of
NSW and decided to stay put in Australia.]
…and I’ve been working in solar ever since.
We know you’re a consultant and system
designer at GSES but have you ever
worked on rooftops installing PV?
I’ve worked on the roof as a labourer a few
times but never as an electrician. My first
job was as a travelling salesperson for solar
systems. When I moved to [C&I installer]
Solgen as a system designer I was working
directly with the installer group, the
operations manager and lead electrician.
Having worked at a large installer like
Solgen what would you say to owners of
smaller firms?
The relationship between the designers and
installers is critical. The installer will know
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a lot of the practical information – is there a
firewall, do you have to core-hole through
concrete – and the designer with have a
really good idea of how to find efficiencies
and optimise the system from a
performance and cost perspective.
A lot of the times if an installer is on site
without a good plan they’ll do whatever is
easiest or most effective from their
perspective, but that might not be the
most cost-effective or efficient system.
The best case is when installers and
designers work together – you get a really
good feedback loop in place. Over time,
you know the feedback you will bet from
the installation team and they know the
design they will get. Everyone’s on the
same page at that point.
Do you have advice for owners of solar
firms who want to break into C&I?
It is a different ballgame. Once you’re
getting over 30kW there are new
considerations; over 100kW there are other
considerations; if you’re in the multihundreds or small-megawatt scale or you’re
dealing with HV connections a lot of the
networks will require load flow analysis or
additional studies. Cable sizing also
becomes a little more complicated with
temperature derating. If you’re going from
residential to medium-to-larger-scale C&I,
you can run into these problems without
ever being aware of them.
On the face of it it’s just the same system
but bigger, but the risk profile is different
and the customer’s knowledge of the system
is greater. There is a much higher level of
due diligence that needs to be done.
If you’re going to make that foray into
C&I you might want to do it with a
consultant in the first instance.

Phoenixing is still a worry in the solar
industry, says Chris Martell.

Are there any parts of the solar industry
that concern you?
If you step back, I think we’re heading in the
right direction and we’ve been heading in
the right direction for a long time now. It’s
pretty exciting to see where we’re at now,
even looking back five or six years.
In the short term there are still some
concerns. There are still companies that are
buying jobs, which I can’t believe is still
happening. There are groups that are
cutting corners and then they reinvent their
business and come back under a different
name and still have the problems associated
with them. It’s happening less and less and
over the medium to long term I’m not
worried about that.
I think the solar industry is doing really
well and it’s really well regulated. A decent
percentage of solar installs are audited, so
we’re getting good technical feedback. You
have an accreditation scheme which is tied
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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to an auditing scheme, and that’s made our
industry better and better over time.
The future is really bright for our
industry. I think we’re just getting started.
What do you have to say about the solar
training industry?
I know the Clean Energy Council is looking
at this. The units of confidence governed by
the Australian Skills Quality Authority are
quite old. The grid-connect ones aren’t so
bad because they’re fundamentally relevant
but they miss a lot of the skills you require
once you get into the field. We’re creating
some short courses [at GSES] to directly
address those skills gaps, in particular the
stand-alone power systems skillset. The
current skillset and the standard don’t really
address lithium batteries — that’s how old
they are — and when you go into the field
that’s basically all you’re using these days.
What do you have to say about
manufacturers’ influence in the
solar industry?
I think we need to do a better job with
people who are designing and installing
these systems. We do get a lot of influence
from manufacturers. You can see it in the
standard; 5033 has clauses that talk about
DC optimisers and microinverters. It’s
important they’re in there, because it’s
different technology, but you can see that
influence. You have to be careful about
having that influence being too much. It
should be counterweighted with designers
and installers that actually have to work
with these things. I don’t think we’ve done
a great job with having installers

incorporated in standards committees and
technical reference groups for skills
development. The key word is balance.
What do you have to say about
manufacturers offering training that
includes CPD points?
It is a problem. It’s continuous professional
development, so whatever those activities
are they should be benefiting your business
or your installations or designs – and you
can definitely get points that don’t benefit
those activities. And it’s part of the
accreditation scheme, so it needs to be fixed.
But I am aware the CEC is fixing it.
Overall, then, the solar industry is in
good shape?
I know there are some problems with
utility-scale, with MLFs and issues with
people trading in the wholesale market, but
everything is otherwise going in the right
direction. We’re building renewable energy
zones, building a lot more storage. There is a
massive untapped market in the C&I space
and in residential about 25% of rooves are
covered, which means there is still a
majority of rooves to cover. We are in the
early days. It’s been exciting for a few years
and it’s going to remain exciting.
After a busy few years do you have the
energy to carry on?
Absolutely. It’s very easy to be passionate
about renewable energy. You feel like you
can earn a living but also do something
that’s contributing positively to our society.
I think that’s why most people in this
industry are in it.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Solar Asset Management
Australia virtual journey
Online, November 2020
australia.solar-asset.management/register-here

AFR Energy and Climate
Summit
Sydney and online, 23-24 November 2020
nationalpolicyseries.com.au/afr-energyclimate-summit/

13th Energy Storage World
Forum
Online, 25-27 November 2020
energystorageforum.com/residential-energystorage-australia

SWC50 – The Century of Solar
Online, 2-4 December 2020
swc50.org/

Queensland Energy 2.0
Online, 7-8 December 2020
informa.com.au/event/conference/queenslandenergy-2-0

Australian Clean Fuels Summit
Canberra, March 2021
bioenergyaustralia.org.au/events/59621/

Offshore Wind Australia
Conference 2020
Melbourne, 4 March 2021
offshorewindaustralia.com.au/

Energy Next
Sydney, 13-14 July 2021
energynext.com.au/en-gb.html

EN2021
Brisbane, 9-11 November 2021
energynetworksconference.com.au/

www.skillbuild.edu.au
1800 059 170

Celebrating 10 years delivering renewable
energy courses across Australia
• All staff work in Industry
• Hands on practical work during the course
• Installing Tesla systems in our centres
• Multiple training centres around Australia

302 Grid Connect Courses
201 Battery Storage Courses
28 Stand Alone Power Systems Courses

Albury • Adelaide • Brisbane • Darwin • Melbourne • Nambucca Heads • Sydney
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Clean energy market wrap
LARGE-SCALE GENERATION
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET

With a tightening of forecast supply across
2020, the spot and Cal 20 LGC markets have
climbed. Having reached the $50 mark in
the Cal 20s in September, the market has
since been in steady decline. Compared to
last year liquidity across this period has
been lower as has been the frequency of
trend reversals in the market. Uncertainty
remains around whether there will be an
LGC surplus this year, with downgrades of
LGC production being balanced against the
likelihood of liable entities opting to pay the
penalty instead of surrendering and a
looming under-surrender owing to the
impact of covid-19 on electricity demand.

With STC submissions continuing to fire as
solar sales remained at record levels, STC
pricing outcomes were generally more
subdued across Q3, with the spot price in
the low $38s for most of the quarter. For the
second quarter in a row the onset of the
final month of the quarter (which normally
yields the highest pricing) failed to produce
a stronger outcome. October saw the spot
STC price soften before the middle of the
month to breach $38 shortly afterwards.
The final quarter of 2020 will be
especially interesting, with its position as
the reconciliation quarter really coming to
the fore. Liable parties use a forecast of their

DAILY CLOSING SPOT LGC PRICE

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS
(VEECs AND ESCs)
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electricity demand to determine their
surrender across the first three quarters of
the year, before then using final numbers for
their actual electricity demand to reconcile
against in Q4. Usually there is not a great
discrepancy between the two. In 2020,
however, the impact of covid-19 has meant
for most entities their actual demand will be
lower than forecast, meaning they would
have over-surrendered across the first three
quarters. Hence, Q4 will see them needing
to surrender fewer STCs than would
normally be expected.
Combine this with the usual surge in STC
submissions which this year is being turbo
charged by a newly returned Melbourne
market and the next few months could get
interesting in the STC market.

Jul 20

Sep 20

The VEEC market continued to deliver
curveballs across September and October
with so-called “high volume” activities that
were first suspended in March remaining so
across this period. While most participants
assumed this would mean an extended
period before the residential lighting phase
out would commence, a surprise
announcement from the Minister in October
revealed a 35% reduction in the number of
VEECs per install would take place from
March 31. The outcry that followed led to a
three-month extension. The spot VEEC
price oscillated between $33.00 and $36.00
as the saga unfolded.
The ESC market enjoyed stability in
pricing across September and October with
the market sitting in the high $26 to low $27
range across most of this period.
The above information has been provided by
TFS Green and relates to spot prices as of
October 30, 2020.

Marco Stella is senior broker,
environmental markets at
TFS Green Australia.
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Weekly submissions to meet 2020 non-binding estimate (RHS)
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